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Raovt von Koczauaxt, the boy pianist, will make an
Amencan

tour next season,

W. L. Tosuins, the director of the Apollo Club, has
reconsidered his resignation in view of the late attion

taken by that organization, and there ig no doubt now

that he will, fora time at least, continue to act as he has
done for twenty years past.

Tae following were elected officers of the’ Indiana
State Music Teachers’ Aseociation, which just closed a
successful meeting at Fort Wayne: President, Max
Leckner, Indianapolis; Vice-President, W. E. Brown,
Kokomo; Secretary, W..J. Stabler, and Treasurer, Miss
Lillian G. Smith, of Lafayette. Tne Convention, according to all reports, was 4 success in every Way. ‘The
papers and discussions were interesting and the concerts
Were particalarly enjoyable.

opera,

Lowpox is just now undergoing an epidemic of musical prodigies.
:
_ Swerana’s “The Bartered Bride” has been sung 259
times at Pragae.
A Hanpeu Festival was given in Crystal Palace, Lon.
don, June 26th, 271h, and 29th,
Tu

Paris Conservatory does not admit women to the

classes in composition.
W. T. Besr, the Liverpool organist, has retired upon
@ pension of $1000 a year.
Witues, the violinist, together with bis son, a bari,toue singer, has taken up hie reaidence in London.
Saint-Saiys
sojourns at present in Algiers, where he
Ta degree of A.C. M. has been conforred by the
College of Musicians, for superitr scholarship, upon intends to finish the incomplete opera, “ Briinhilde,”
°
Misses Mary Josephine Wiethag, Maud Lonise Saun- by Guirand,
ders, of Poughkeepsie, and Jussie Lillian McDonald, of
Papergwsxt has contributed
2000 francs to the fand
Troy, Miss Ijwura Bliss, New York, Miss Christine N.
for
erecting
s
monument
to
Chopin
at
bis
birthplace,
Noll, St. Louis, Mo., NJ. Kershaw Sharp, Phila., Pa.,
*
Mise Julia Ball, Keuka, N. Y.,and Hervey be Wickham, Zelazowa Wola, in Poland.
For the 268 operatic performances in Hambarg last
Middletown, N.Y, They were examined at Steinway
Hall last week. The examiners are composed of the year there were held 2844 rehearsals, or an average of
eleven for each presentation.
most eminent artists in America.
J. L. Moutoy, the song writer, is an English barrister,
Tux only temple ever erected in honor of Cacilia, who divides his time between ‘his profession and music,
the aainted patron of music, was dedicated receatly by which he considers a recreation.
its buildera, the St. Cecilia Society, of Grand Rapids.
Vanvt has undertaken to remedy the weakness of the
The building and lot cost the Society about $55,000, and third
act of ‘ Othello” foritsnext production in Paris
the structure is one of the finest homes possessed by any by writing
a new march and a new ballet.
women’s club in the country. It bas a hundsome front
of sand-colored brick, with’ terra-cotta trimmings. The
Jouayy Sraavas will celebrate his fiftieth year of
interior ia a model in daintiness and convepience, and activity 68 a leader on October 16th at Vienna. Prepsinelades a library, reception parlor, auditorium’ and rations are going on io make this a memorable event.
stage, green. rooms, dressing-rooma,
and a large dancing
Tue novelties at the next operatic season in Trieste
hall.

Viaprwin pe PaceMax, the famous pianist, was a
passenger on the “Lucania,” which sailed for Liver.
pool.
Mn. Avausr Hyuueerep, of Chicago, has been invited to play at the International Exposition at Antwerp
inJuly,
Miss Ewa Jucu, the favorite soprano, appeared for
the last time as Miss Juch at the Snengerfest Saturday,
her marriage following in a few days to Mr. Wellman,
Tux following officers and committees were chosen
Mu. Parni, it is said, will make an American tour for the ensuing year for the Illinois M. T. A.: President,
thie coming season. he will be under the direction of H. 8. Perkins, Chicago; Vice-President, August HylleMarcus Mayer, and will resch the United States in De- sted, Chicago; Secretary, C, W. Weeks, Ottawa; Tre

will include

Masaenet’s

'*Manon,'’

Masea’s

«« Eros,’

agner’s ‘ Fiying Dutchman,” and Berlioz’s “ Faust."”

! Ar Dresden there baa recently been celebrated the

00th performance of ‘Der

Freischutz.”

It was at

Dresden that the opera was first produced, on January

urer, Floreace Jovephine Lee, Galesburg; Executive 26, 1822,
Committee. L. Gaston Gottschalk, Chicago; Wa F.
Mux. Mareawa, who sailed for Europe recently, will Bentley, Galesburg; Harriet Dement Packurd, BloomJean pe Reszee is paid $1000 a night for his appearreturn to this country early in January of next year to ington; Programme Committee, O. R. Skinner, Bloom- ances during the Covent Garden season. The sum is
assist in @ projected series of Wagner concerts in the ington; Victor Everham, Chicago; E, DeCampi, Chi- mentioned as the largest ever received in England by an
principal cities.
5
cago. ‘Bloomington waa selected as the place for hold- operatic tenor.
ing the next meeting—the last of June, 1896.
Mr. Wacrer Dawrosca has ordered his outfit of
Sixorniep Wacwsr, the only son of the composer,
.
scenery for Siegtried”” and the ‘Twilight of the Gods”
resolved to return to London in November to direct
For the forthcoming tour of the Seidl Orchestra, ahasWagner
in Vienna, It will be sent to the Metropolitan Opera
concert. Herr Wegner, who is 26 years of
which
will
be
heard
in
Chicago
and
other
cities
of
the
House as soon as it is ready.
age,
is one of the few conductors who wield the baton
United States and Canada during next season, negotiaMr_A. K-Vinait, of the Practice Clavier, will go to tions afe pending with the following soloists: Joseffy, with the left hand.
Europe thie month. He will be accompanied by his Mme. Rive-King, Miss Adele Aus der Obe, pianists;
Pavesraiva’s tercentenary of his death will be celewife and bis pupil, Mise Geyer, the pianist, who will visit Ceasar Thoméon, the Belgian violiniat, now playing in brated
inItaly. Many cities are making suitable prepathe leading mutic centers before rejurning.
rations. At Milan one concert bas already taken place,
and in Parma five are being arranged, with programmes
In is now definitely decided that Theofore Thomas
will remain in Chicago. Chicago is in its formative
, Emil Fischer, and others. A new work by of the old composer's works.
period, and there are few men who can mold and develop
d compositions by prominent American and >. Gounon's widow, his son, and son-in-law are preparthe inusical taste of s people like Mr, Thomas.
European composers are promised performances.
ing a memorial volume on the great composer, which
cember,

mt

\
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will consist of the fragmentary manuscripts he left. behind, some
of them being of an autobiographical nature,

and of a part of his correspondence. .”.”

Lonexortm was played for the hundredth time in
Paris not long ago, and for thos
who remember the
disgraceful scones amidst which the opera
first performed in the summer of 1892 it was both wascurious
and
isfactory to note how vociferously the audience, filling every seat in the house, applauded Wagner's music,
Tax

report

comes
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zations

who otherwise would have
The,
opinion prevails that the Association Hasattended.
taken on new
life, and will go on with the great work in which it has
hitherto

been #0 great aud successful a factor, the eleva->

tion of musical art.

Hereafter more attention will be

given to the social part of the meetings.

.

The Detroit Philharmonic Club contributed largely to

Novello, Ewer & Co.,
21 EAST t7th STREET
(3 Doors West of Broadway),

the interest of the concerts.

The ossays were not as numerous asheretofore, but of

a good grado.

One novel feature was the historical lec-
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SOLE AGENTS IN THE UNiTED-SraTes For

from an authentic source that
turo by M. Steinert and the exhibition of his antique MESBES, NOVELLO
among Meyerbeer's legacy has been found a melodrama,
, EWER & CO.,
“La Jeugesse de Goethe,”’ also many youthful compo: instroments—a clavichord, spinet, harpsichord, three
CHAPPELL & CO.,
sitions, paalms, etc., and eapécially may be mentioned concert grand pianas made in 1760 to 1780, and a piano+
& conglomeration.of compositions which originated dur- violin made by’ Baudet in Paris in 1865.
ROBERT COCKS & CO.,
. ing the time that ‘‘L'Africaine ’was under
conatrucCarlton
C.
Mitchell,
CRAMER
J.B.
4.06,
of
Boston,
gave
an
interesting
tion, but were not used in this opera.
essay upon '! The Modern Organ," with
HOPWOOD & CREW,
Tus following order of arrangements is being observed new system of voicing and constraction, illustrations of a
HUTCHINGS & ROMER,
at Bayreuth during the Wagner festival: ‘ Parsifal,” July
Mr. Krehbiel, musical eritic of the New York Tribune,
19th. 23d, 26th, and 29th and August
J. & J. HOPKINSON,
16th,
gave an address of special interest upon ‘Art Music in
and 19th; * Lohengrin,’ July 20.h and2d,27th6th,sndSch,August
OF LONDON, ENGLAND.
8d, 10th, 12th, aud 16h; '* Tanvhauser,”’ July 22d and America.””
80th and August 6th, 13th. and 18ch. The festival
At tho business
it was decided to hold the
with a performance of “ Parsifal,"” August 19th, closes meeting of 1895 in meeting
St. Louis, and the following officers
:—
elected
were
committees
aud
Verpt'- next work will not be an opera, but a series
President, Albert A. Stanley, of Ann Arbor, Mich. ;
EDITED, ARRANGED IN GROUPS, AND THE FINGERING
of sacred pieces. Eight of these compositions, prayere
to the Madonna, written mostly for Chorus a Capella,
Secretary, H. 8. Perkins, of Chicago; Treasurer, Adolph
REVISED AND SUPPLEMENTED BY
aré'ready for the engravers. Dr, Boito has supplied the M. Foerster, of Pitteburgh, Pa,
FRANKLIN TAYLOR.
words.

PROOROSAITESTODIDSFOTES PANONURTE

follow.

A full mass, also without accompaniment, will

Verdi is not known as a church composer,

Vea

Committee—Augnet

Waldoner, St. Louis;

Ernest R. Kroeger, St, Louis; Emilio Agramonte, New

Tak late Mme. Alboni, the famous contralto, left
some ‘very handsome legacies
the poor of Paris.
Among her bequesta are & fund toto provide
forty savings
bank books of $50 each every year to poor and deserving
boys and girls, without distinction of religion or nation.
ality, and $20,0U0 to found bedsin
hospitals tor
Italian patients. The principal of Paria
annuity of $1500
Ayear is to revert alterdenth of the anrecipient
to the city
of Paris.
Cant Reivecre recently celebrated at Leipsic the

August Hyllested, Chicago; A. J. Gantvoort, Cincinnati.
Committee ob American Compositions—Robert Bonner, of Providence, R. I.;John A. Brockhoven, of Cincinnati; Emil Liebling, of Chicago ;Wilson G. Smith,

sevenueth anuWersary of his birthday.
The ** bearer
_of Classic tradition,’’ who is located at Leipsic as con-

aorhe

Executive

but
im his youth he wrote a Stabat Mater, now completely
forgotten. and a quantity of other music for the purposes of divine service.

“ductor of the once famous Gewandhaugoncerte and
“first teacher of the piano atthe oncefamous Leipsic
Conservatory of Music since 1860, received
ous and partially most fattermg cougratulationsthe ofnumerhosts
of friends, former pupila, and others in the very best of
health and spirits, May he long continue to enjoy

~ thm !

York,

Programme

Committee—Joseph

alternate, Cleveland.

Otten,

St.

Loni

.

Auditing Committee~W. Waugh Lauder, of Chicago ;
Henry Harding, Freehold, N. J.; M. I. Epstein, of St.
Louis.

VASSAR GRADUATES AT A. 0. M, EXAMINATIONS,

This Collection of Studies is intended to illustrate the
various elements of a
course of pianofoste
technique, and to providecomplete
students with the meana of
attacking and overcoming the
different
difficulties which have to be encountered, (Withspecial
the
Studies have been arranged in groups, retiew.
tose
in
Sach,
group being placed in progressive order and having
reference to soine one particular difficulty.
greater
art of the Studies themselves have ) beepThe selected
om the standard works of the most eminent ~
Study-writers, and with these are included numerous
Others which, though of equally
practicul utility,
have hitherto’ been less generally great
accessible,
2: FIVE-FINGER
b, SCALES

STUDIES

.

LEFT HAND

fy

ia, ARPEGGIO
16:
“

Active preparations are going

on for the production
of Rubiostein's “Christus” ay Bremen,
Dr Loewe,
of Breslau,

has been tummoned to direct. In a circular
vELocrry .
issued by the managing committee, it is elated that the
composer is especially desirous of having this work, tbe
and
Bliss,
Second
honors
masterpiece of his life, produced at Bremen, the home implies over 80 to 90 per cent. average,
To‘ pars,’ the’ 22:
ot the poet Bluthaupt. Loewe will be
practical candidate for A. C. M. degrees must wake
director of tbe undertaking, will eugage thetheartiata,
a minimum
see
to the costumes, ec., while Bremen will supply the or- average of 75 per cent, The candidate is examined in
chestra and chorus of 260. Dr. Bluthaupt
will superin- piauo playing, on piano pedagogics, harmony, countertend the mise en actaoe.
THIRDS,
point, form, terminology,” acoustics, and history of 26. BROKEN
TAVES
At a recent sale of musical autograpbs, in Berlin, tho masic. As is well-known, the examinations are severe 27. BROKE
TAVES.
original of Weber's“ Invitation to the Dance” feiched and impartial. These young ladies, except Miss Bliss, 28. STAKES...
8003 marks. This manuscript was for many years in tbe were prepared in the theory and history classes of
20:
“
Promarket at 300 marks without
apurchaser,
ng
At fesaor Bowman at Vassar College, and show conclusively so.
the eale in q estion, Bliy sheets Godi
of
sketches
DOUBLE
NOTES..
by
Beethothe
high
aimed at in that institution of learn- 33.
Yen were sold for 1850 marks; a song,
” by ing. Thestandards
“
“
excellence of their piano playing is due in Ma
Scbubert, fetched 460 marks; Gluck’?“Antigone,
“
“
sketches
to
“Ipbigenia in Tauris," 1610 marks; an Aria for bass, large measure to Miss Jessie Chapin and Miss L. A. 35. OCTAVES .
by Mozart, 1376 marke; ® sacred
song, “Ich hatte Whitney, two of the corps of
36.
“
.
piano teachers in Professor
meine Zaversicht,”” by J. 8. Buch, 350 marke; a fraga7.
2
ment from Hayda's opera
disabitata,"” 525 Bowman's department at Vassar.
3s.
marke; drafts of two letters “ofL'isola
Wagner's, 185 and 140
a9.
marks respectively ;and las, not least, the portrait of
Mozart,'drawn from life, by Doris Stotk, 1610 marke.
40.
—Are you properly appreciated?” Te there a feeling, 40.
Most of these treasures’ were purchased by
“
“
Dr. Max of
which you have never dared to speak to any one; that re
* Adams, the proprietor of the great publishing
house
of
you
are
under-rate
3. PART-PLAYING
d?
Possibly
the majority of music te
C.F. Peters, of Leipzig, to be added to the free library teachera know
vs
what that feeling ia. The art of music is
which he lately opened in that town.
80 great, and people know ao little
about
we feel
we have something great within us which it,isthat
placed «47.
atite full value—tbat we are not understood, notThere
no objection to having that feeling, but what is one to dois 43.
MEETING OF THE M. T. N. A. AT SARATOGA,
about it? Musicians must be appreciated. There is 49.
only one way to bring that about.
Develop the germ of bo.

Tae essays were of av unusually high order of merit,
The members in attendance were enthusiasti
c. No
radical departure from the original purposes
of the As.
tociation was-egreed upon. But it/was generally
sidered “wie to in the future omit the festival con:
and
orchestra features of past meetings, and confine the
work to edacational lines. This does not throw out the
The attendrecitals and concerts by soloists, however.
ance waa not large, in part caused by the railroad strike
in the West, and somewhat by the hard
times.
State
sesociations, doubtless, drew many4p the local organi-

mmugic in you until it absorbs your whole being, your mind
and body/and is so clearly defined
it speaka
forth through the body it will speakthatwithwhen
sound, and the musical art will so make youno uncertain
that
on will not care whether you are appreciated grow
or not.
ou will have 60 much to do in your chosen calling
that
you will not have time to Gnd out whether you are appreciated or not. If you are now feeling the disappointment arising from lack of appreciati of your merit,
thank God for that and consider it Hison call
come up
to a higher senso in the Art of Music—F, H.to Tubbs.

2caeae

SIXTHS,

AND oc:
.
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FIFTY-TWO BOOKS, PRICE 50 OTS. EACH.

NOVELLO;, EWER & CO.,
21 EAST 17th STREET (8 Doors West of Broadway),
NEW YORK.

THE
810 SOHOOL,

was represented.

There were

three members from Texas. The fine buildings of the
University of Pennsylvania were secured for the sehool
by the kind help of Dr. H. A. Clarke. The thick atone
walls were a marked protection against the heat of the
‘wo warm waves that passed over the city during the

session of
the school.
There was a general expression of tbe opinion among
the students that they had secured a great stock of valuable and practical ideas and a better skill with which to
work in their future teaching.

Many remarked that they

,

Zé
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first as above, the second, Musical Vulues; third, Accent

Tae enrollment was unexpectedly large, and would
have been mach larger if many were not deterred from
undertaking the journey by the railroad strikes. Nearly
every atate in the Union

*

and Emphasis in Music; fourth, Methods of Musical

Study other than Practice.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Dr. Hanchets aleo gave four

In teaching, there should be a carefal attention given
contained illustrative pieces upon the piano, One of deop into the mim of thé pupil. This ia done by clear
the most appreciated features of the school were the and pointed statément, and with the help of illustrations
Before the pupil leaves the
three lectures by the Rev. E. E. Ayers, upon Art in its that really illustrate.
presence of his teacher, he should be made to give a
Relations to Modern Life, and his lecture upon Mozart.
There is a magnetism in this speaker which makes correct example of the subject under consideration, that
him eapeciully delightful, and his treatment of subjects tho teacher may know if further help and inatrnction is
superb piano lecture recitals which were full of practical

instruction and highly enjoyable.

Each of his lectures

to making the impressions of the subject taught enter

is intellectually broad, and masterful. Mr. Charles W. necessary. This kind of teaching requires clear thinkLandon gave six lectures, four upon the Art of Teach- ing on the teacher'a part, and a getting at the “ Enlighting Music, and two upon the Underlying Principles of ening facts” of the eubject under consideration.

Mason’s System of Technica, illustrated and applied at

the piano, in the securing of musical effects. These
were considered particularly helpful and practical. Dr.
H, A. Clarke gave three fine lectures, one each on,

would now work with greater confidence in themselves,
and with a feeling of surety that they were teaching the
Mason Technic correctly, and that they were now sure Sceles, Historically and Theoretically Considered; the
of
their ideas of the right teaching of phrasing and ex- Theory of Sound in its Relation to Music; Rbythm, both
press n, The many recitals furnished g:model for finer Poetical and Musical. Mr. 0. D. Bacheller gave three
work, and gave invaluable ideals of artistic playing. lectures; Ear Training; Rhythm of Nature; and
Mr. J. C. Fillmore gave
The subtle art of touch and tone-color was made so clear Teaching Little C
Training, Religions Music of the
that each could feel that this was now their own ina Way three lectures;
that they could teach it, auccessfully. The ways of pre- Omaha Indians; Does Music Describe? Wm. H. Shersenting teaching subjects received much attention in the wood gave two Artist Recitals of wonderful playing.
instruction, and this feature was very popular, because A noted critic present affirmed, that technically conit showed how to do successful work, how to get the best sidered his playing fully equalled anything he had ever
results from pupils in the shottest time, and with the

a

heard by Padereweki, and from the tonal and expressive

Tux pupil in lesson taking should first of all give

an undivided and intelligent attention

tions of his teacher,

and

make

an

to the instruc-

effort to fully

onderstand all that was said, and in order to do this, he

should not be shy of asking questions, and for further
help and illustrations, until he fally understands the facts
presented. One truth fully gnderstood is worth thon-

sanda, but half taken in by the mind.

No mistake is

more common among pupils than that of being satisfied
with fragments of trath and morsels of half-knowledge.

The fund of fact, learned at a lesson is to be measured

only by the fullness of the understanding of the matter
taught,

least work. Every atudent was at fullest liberty to ask
questions regarding his needs, doubts, and wants, and
thie privilege was fully exercised, resulting in a full
clearing up of doubts into realities for next year's work.
Many of the lectures were not formal, but were*largely

standpoint, it equalled Paderewski as he was usually
heard; only on exceptional occasions, was Padetewski
known to excel in these particulars. The two recitals

up to your highest ideal, and fallest knowledge of what

were red-letter days in the history of American Piano- is right that makes fine performers. It is not the numforte playing. The Etude is glad to announce Mr. Sher ber of hours practiced, but the amount of thought and

answers to questions growing out of the subject as pre-

wood will give more time and attention in the future to

careful quality of the work done that is to be counted.

Ix practice
itisthe
, momentary work being fully brought

dented by the lecturer, each student being free to usk concert playing. Our country is to be congratulated There should never be a note played, which is not under
further light” upon that subject and to call for illustra- upon this promise. Mr. Frederic W. Root gave two the direct control of either’the will or the musical
tious, In nearly every lecture the piano or the voice in Lectures, one on Harmony in Short Lessons to Piano consciousness, Brainlesa practice is a waste of time, and
song was freely used for illustrations, and several were and Vocal Classes ;and one on Sight Singing for Piano a harm to true musical development. Exercises and
Mrs. Gregory-Murray, gave two Lectore- scales, and arpeggios, études and pieces must all come
as much recitals aa lectures. The staff of teachers were Pupils.
from the most gtilled in the art of teaching in our coun- Recitals which were particularly instructive in the lines under.this dominion of mind over movement. In techtry, and they, from their full experience, presented prac- of Interpretation and Expression, and in How to Study “nic, it is how the fingers touch the keya, the tone qualitical subjects in a practical way, such as the students and What to Teach. Mr. A. K. Virgil gavea lecture on ties produced, the rhythm and accents, together with
the Practice Clavier and his Methods of Teaching, with’ critical listening ;and with music, it ia playing of phrases
withed and needed, to more fully fill out their equ
ment as first-class teachers. The result was a broaden- illustrations at the piano by « pupil, twelve years old, of rather than single notes, and making all truly expressive
ing of musiciausbip aod a larger outlook upon the great Philadelphia. Mr. M. Doaty gave a delightful Song and with a critical listening to effects, and full feeling of
Recital, the programme including compositions of many the content and expression. To play musical thought
art of music acd in presenting it to pupils.
To give an ides of the subjects and work presented, styles, not the least interesting, some songs of his own, with feeling, and not notes with brainless mechanicismi
we insert the following as a sample of one day's doings. Mr. Boarat gave two Organ Recitals of great merit, and should be the pupil's higher aim.
8 A. M. Private lessons. 9 A. M. Class lessons: and of special value to the many organ players in the sambeginning Harmony. 10 A, M. Art of Teaching, by mer school. Miss Virginia Peck sang in several proTue Manoa. Lason or Conroarriqx.—1t is hard for
Charles W. Landon, 11 A. M. Lecture by Dr. Wm. grammes, selections of the best music with an excep- us to realize the amount of Iaborious writing and copying
Masop. 12 M: “A lecture by Dr. H. G. Hanchett, tionally beautiful and well cultivated voice, in a most there ia for a composer to do before he has his mannhercritical audiences, script ready for the printer. The manual labor necesaubject: Criticising, Training and Teaching, in Relation finished atyle, to the greatdelight'of
Sunday Morning, July lat, there wasaspecial servicein sary ia enough to deter one from composition, even were
to Musical Education, 2to 5 P. M. Claas and Private
the
Swedenborgian
Church,
22d
and
Chestnut Streets, he gifted with the composing ability, A good way for
lessons. 5 P.M. Advanced Harmony. 8 P. M. Lecture by Mr. L. C. Elison, on German Song, from the by Edward Everett Hale. Sunday Morning, July 15th, the student to appreciate this is to try copying ina clear,
Historical and Critical Standpoints. Mr. Elison gave there was special sermon for the Summer School in exact hand » few pages of complicated music, or, better
many illustrations, ands he is a fine singer as well as a St. Stephen’s Church, 10th Street above Chestaut, still, transposingafew pieces from one key into another,
superior apéiker, his five lectures were especially popu where there was anperb music by the celebrated choir of
Beethoven, although averse to details, and though not
W. W. Gilchriet. A special feature of value and intereat
lar, instructive and pleasing.
s
as profuse with his signs of expression and nuance as
Without giving dates, and hours, the four weeks pre- was a Schubert Song Recital by Miss M. N. Hyssong, ome composers, has given us in his manuscripts an ex
sented the following lectures, recitals, etc. Class and with critica] and instructive remarke by Dr. H. A. Clarke. ample of care and exactness as well as deep thgpebeand
private lessons were given each day as indicated above. On Saturday Morning, July 14th, the school visited the continued study.
.
the Etude
Seven lectures on, How to Underatand Music, and on great music printing hovge where the mueig-af
In his overture in C, Op. 115¢the manuscript of which,
ig
engraved
on
plates
and
printed
on
tone,
at
Vine
Phrasing and Expression, by W. S. B. Mathews. Five
by the way, he sold to a London publisher for $75), belectures on the History of Song, Folksong, National Street. There were several lectures and historical ex- sides the labor of writing the meré notes it was no inconcursions
in
connection
with
the
Sammer
School
of
the
Songs, Church Music, and the Dévelopment of the
considerable task to properly indicate
the dynamic effects
“Bmotional Content of Song, by L. C. Elison. Four University Extension Society. Dr. Divine, president of intended, For instance, the sign 4/- occurs in this score
this
society,
being
esvecially
liberal
and
kind.
in
many
lectures on Touch and Technic, and How to Practice, by
morgfhan fifteen hundred times, and besides this there
Dr. Wm. Mason. Dr. Mason, to the great delight of all, valuable privileges offered the members of the music are Hundreds of other signs such as p., pithy
pp f.
gave two piano recitals.

This feature was a surprise,

and of it many remarked,

that they were more

than re-

paid for all the expense incurred in the enjoyment and
instruction gained in listening to his wonderful technic,

and especially in the ideal tone-quality, touch and soul-

ful expression of hie playing. The writer has beard
about every ponist of no‘ability playing in this country
for tbe last thirty years, including Paderewaki, yetit was
Dr. Maron who showed the greatest powers of expression
and finestdone quality. His playing was'a revelation on
the possitfilities of emotional power in the p‘anotorte,
Four lectures were given by Dr. H. G. Hanchott; the

school. On Thuraday evening of the last week of the
school, July 26ch, there was au epjoyable Pupils’ Recital and Reunion of Teachers and Students.
&

Df. sfp-. sfpp., cres., dim, ete.

It means something besides God given genius to be s

" great composer—sometbing more than the ability to imThe students were industrious in taking notes on all provise music. It means days and years of slavish toil.
occasions, during lesson taking, lectures, class lessons —W. F. Gates,
z

and recitafs, and in the numerous private consultations
with the large ate of teachers, the pupils availed them:
lass of music played by the, Hangarian Gypselves of the privilege of asking questions, and in the sies—Tho
is distinct and atterly unlike that of any other
anewers the classes eecared » great amount of valuable people. These untatored artists, are supposed to have
end practical information for their future teaching work. originally come from the Nile. Is it possible. that tbeir

—It is easier to ran down than t6 build up.

weird but fascinating music is an echo of that of cultured Egypt of thousands of years ago?—K. E. Hennings.
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ETUDE.
PIEOES AS STUDIES.

PUBLICATIONS

SCHIRMER'S

m

¥. 8. B MATHEWS.
First those which
musical effect; aud,

LIBRARY.

“
oa

gre musica’, and are studies in
second

—_

of a theme i:the" question ;lyric where tho proper delivery of melody is the questio
, where it
is a question of passages of onen;kindand orbrilliant
another. There
might well be still another class, which for
want of a
better word we might call effect, where tone-co
loring
and key-board command are the essentia
l elements. Te
specify: Fugue is the type of
all
pieces
in
which
a
theme
ig discussed. A Chopin or
nn nocturne, or a
Beethoven cantabile, is the typeSchuma
of
all
high-gr
ade
melody
playing. Liszt's concert pieces, and those of Thalberg,
are the types of brillian
for ‘the pianoforte,
There are some of these twhichpieces
turn upon what I have
called effect. |Liszt's ‘* Waldesr

studies which are written
a8 preparations for some musical
(or more often
key-board effect) already existing ineffect
the work of some
‘CHOPIN :
teputuble writer. The ‘latter almost always
miss tho
essential point, and, while seeming
the hand
for the effect in question, neverthe to prepare
failofinducing
the inner condition (mental) uponlesswhich
effect
nearly always depends. For example, when the
one plays
auchen”’ is one of
a Liszt cadenza, it appears primarily to be a question
these.
Sometimes effect is combined with poetic
REVISED AND FINGERED
certain chords, scales, or passages, which can be ‘ana-of melody, as in Schuma
nn's
Romanc
lyzed and the elements taught in detail. But when you the peculiar marmaring effect of e in F sharp, where
By
the accompaniment is
come to apply this to the cadenza itself, you find to your special tothe pianoforte, and the discree
t useof
the pedal,
dissatisfaction that ‘t has not worked, the
Now, all effect turns upon toiich, and
cadenza
re.
here is where
MIEKULI.
mainiog about as difficult as before. The
cadepza at the instruction ia more at fault than at any otter. —I-was
~ end of the firet part of Liszt's ‘* Rigoletto’? iste case in talking with one of our most distingu
point—the chromatic scales played by the hands inter teachers one day, when he surprised me byished piano
saying that
locking. This has to go like
, and it finally touch is the last thing to teach--belongin, to finished
WALTZES (Vol. 27) and NOCTURNES (Vol. 30). comes te 8 wental conception afarwhirlwind
piano playing.
Herp was a revelation eich threw a
more than a queation
flood oft light upon much of the work
of hand and finger.
PRICE 60 CENTS.
we hear, Touch
PRICE 76 CENTS.
The same is true of studies for canonic work, and in is the firatthing to teach, and-the
thematic imitation, such as the elaboration in a sonata teaching resolves itself into two whole course of piano
(Other Volumes in Preparation.)
great
points, teaching
requires. Any second rate writer preparing a eet
of music, and teaching the art of gelling music out of the
studies for this kind of work would
aoe
migs the pianoforte. To teach music is primarily to familiarize
somethiog belonging to a spontaneousinevitably
the
pupil with the great types of music that I have
of this
type of musical thought, and miss it to exercise
‘The name of the
such a degree tioned, and to exercise him over and over again in meneditions of Chopin's works ia legion that
each
the student would be but little farther slong after one of them, until he becomes himeelf musical
Many of theaeeditionscompeting
are
incomplete
ia
one
way
or
anvter;
foe
can
cluinitranweripte
the proud distinction af ing (eveu we far'un thoy xo) ale tase playing the whole book.
And to teach the art of eliciting tone color in turn,
fultiona,
from
of
the
qroat
the
muvieluh's
orighoal
conceptiogs
Every experienced teacher will agree with me that the piano is something which begins with tbe first lesson
Traditioun! tenote concerning details of Ioterhretationweyariae:
a playing
of a pupil accustomed to spend all or nearly all nd never stops until the wtcdoat ceases to play. In
expecially
after
of
nearly
hull
u
cencuey.
Wy
Deceane
tak
es
vague, but tingedthe to lage
# greater or lewer degreo by iuividinl teuipere her time upon exercises and studies having merely the fact, the lesson hour is mainly spent
in the minute die.
meat andtbiaa.” Further information
gathered at second hand can never form of pieces without their
cussion of the

WORKS ron raz PIANOFORTE.
CAR

uF

i

Ade
i

‘
i

|

bear the wame convincing weight as testimouy {rou the misters own
words and writings. Eveu
iv sy
justly praised, nover beard ( Klindworthowhowe uwCh could,in edition
not drink
the fouutain
Kes uy for thy great Ick byat
an saviduous collationofprinted anid mauuseript
sources avd henry
evidence, aided, it must be admitted, by his thorough
miusical aint
utabie natural gifts
ayy
ia Paria, of

}

j
j
4
Ai

4
*

a
Fi

{not possewwed of @ personality 40 phisaut ay might perchance lewl
im, huwever uncuascivusly,
ubscure byuuy veil oF individualion
the original lustre of Chopin's10 genine
© Is ny reason to dunt
that his edition of Ureee compositions
Aietorted rettecthun of that master-mind. The very flagering ©aiidChupiu's
marks an era in plaooforte-pluying—ia given in accortance withtechnique
lie
express directions, It is unnecessary to dilate ov the impurtaue
hich o correct fingering exercixes oa phrasing aad general
ofthese peculiar ad vantagy the Mikull edition haa
been
idoptuadration
vulauding
Eorvpoun consernatge b ited with all the
well-known exceliences wherein
Schirmer’ Labrary stands pretieincne
itmaybe confidently assorted (hat is

ew Mikull edition of Chopra
Dianoborte'
works, isit Sutte Mriahedvnly ugextafi
cdttjae
aemnerey eset
And
nevershelom
at 8lower
ane eee
CAition,
‘The
poetic
biographical
sketch
Chopin bytivo.hive
tele ge
Vol
w charming introduction to theufseries,

Ay

Major C and His Friends.
BY

GRACE

S. DUFF,

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00

$$
BREAST
HE
RI
ARIE
a

ing a variety of well-written compositions.

Nevertheless, the study has certain advantages
come more easily to it than toa piece. The primewhich
adis the serious {one
mind in
which the pupil approgches it. A study isoftaken
asa
duty, and practiced as duty; @ piece is primarily pas:
time, and if practiced as pastime, but litte more than
pastime will come out of it, What is the solution
of
this dificalty? Is it that we must go
upon
atudies for all the sefious part of the on-relying
pupil's
work?
Not at all.
We must contrive to bring to the acquisition
of pieces the game good qualities of mental
attention and
seriousness that come of their own accord in
the case of
studies. When this is-‘done, and when the subjectmatter of
the lessons is intelligently diversified for shaping the playing, in order to modify it in this direction or
the other, the pieces will be found to afford much
profitable material for study than “Etudes,” bymoreno
matter how many eminent writere—always excepting
the Chopin works.
vantage of this kind

The teacher who undertakes to forward the atudemt by
further volutes of” the use of pieces, without other help than technical ex

which will aoa appear,

i

apirit, is far less musical

and spontaneous than that of those accustomed 10 play-

*

A well-defings and powerful trend in modern educational progress ix
the endeavor to render
metluds
more attractive, expecially
tofundamental
the very young. Instructor ofaretearhing
increasingly will ng to present
laws in a fashion ae simplified,
ed of stateact
reasoning, aa to appeal dirsctly aud forcibly tto.€. strip)
a childaiotelligence,
Lostruction coufbined
with unusement; tle youthfial
-niud is inter,
ented by the ismanner
of
prescating:
simple
facta,
aad
readily
Substance of infortation conveyed in su agreeable @ fortn retatun thee
To her preface the authoress states that this little work haa grown
font of her own and others! experiqnee in teaching the mdimesta of
harmopy, Reverning this statement, we nbiaia the wise Old easing?
Experientia: docet ;arid it renlly soeine sa If Miva Dutt experience wirk
children had taugiit
her to devine
and charming welled. for
gmovthing
the rovgh path of musicalm ready
before littie, aturabliag
foat,-a method,
to», which possesses the thuury
aditivnal wivuntage
of betng
for
ciawes
either
ur
edapred
xingle
pupil
Aftor
aprefatory chapter on the ru! symphony of natural sounde
and colors, the major acales, hej nnin
Major C, are aptly tutto.
ducedas “'temitien'’ of tones —frolicasiie chikiten.
inundes by the
head of
MajorC,D, aint the reel. ‘Thi kept
s wre
the gameseach family,by these
youngaters; the structsfuger-erersiae
uf the sealer
ie
Minairated playod
by
pretty
wood-cutn;
and
the
several
ateye
are
explained te
fan easy. conrorsutional tne, the Iknguage never ring above
comprebension. Arriving at the milvor sculea, the familice of childish
Minor and her frends, these family-hends are introduced to ua atMag pose&
widowed relatives
Mijucn, Unoir
estate funn
ing a sufficiwnt of the woveral
thele melancholy sorrowful
The pupils are thee
Ted, atep Ly atep, reaaonup to for
simple triads and theirmon.inversivas
‘Fencbers of suallchildron
will
Aud
fityun
interesting
whore
value Is eubaméed by the numerous origiaul woud euta andbooklet,
Dold,close
type

effects in the ‘pieces, studies, and the
touches by which they are to be realized.
When atudents have but a short time for practice
, the
disposition

of that time is a
of great difficulty.
Thave tried various ways. Thomatter
secret of good progress
(musical and key-board) is versatili
ty. One effect con-

trasts with and relieves another, and the bands
more responsive. Hence I like to keep aboutbecome ©
kinds of things in work at the same time,—t three
work, as in Chopin and Schumann ;and brillianthematic
, aa in
Raff. Moskowski, or Liszt
The latter is the
hand-loosener of all. But when there is no more great
than
an hour

anda half a day, as in the case of high-sch
portions, otherwise no progress is made on
any one of them. Iu this case we have to confine
our.
aclves to

ool
students, it is not practicable to divide the time up into
such small

two of them,—thematic and brilliant of lyric
and brilliant, ot the same time. Sometimes we, are
able
to cover both these clases in one piece.—Mustcal
Record.

{Tue player requires feeling.

If his playing is dull, and

dry aud unemotional ; if it is purcly iutellectual, or
ercises, immediately encounters the difficulty of collect- mechenical, it can never be an artistic performance, being a suitable repertory of material. We have no graded cause music is the language of emotion, and when there
lists of pieces which are of real use to the teacher. In is no emotion expreesed
in a musical performance, it ia
fact, @ list is of but little use. The pupil must learn hia
tools, as the handicraftaman knows his tools. Every- no music in any art sense, For. this reason the phono.
thing depends upon how you use a tool,
will graph, however perfect it may be made, can never take
determine the result you get from it quitefor asthiagurely
the place of the buman performer. Rubinstein will
aa the mere fact that it bas been mado for cutting or always be better than any invention
of Mr. Edison.
planing or scraping. Many abackwoodaman has done
Bat feeling that is nothing else will aot be feeling long.
things with an axe and a drawing kuife which the books
Emotion
that is based on nothing is alway ridiculous.
would easily have told him are possible only by the aid
of certain implements,
One who has observed widely in musical circles is conThere are pieces which the student likes on first hear- stantly afraid of being too emotional.
If emotion is not
ing. These, as a rujé, are of but little use to him.
ig like the friend you.may make in an instant. ThoIt based upon intelligence it is simply childieh. Nothing
is more common than to hear atyro in music say, Thig
«chances are that you will lose him ae quickly. Friend.
“ship ia a. plant of year's growth. There are.other pieces composition is the most sublime that I have ever heard ;""
of a hidden beauty which all the world had to grow up
to, such as the works of Schumann, Chopin, and the and when the composition is named it proves to be exlike.” To expect a student of tender years to like one of ceedingly trifling, which only goes to prove that what
these is wrong What we need is to select the piece would excite the emotion of a beginner would appear
with reference to its compatibility with the student's
cultured musician,
4
insignificant to more
temperament or possibilities, and then assign it as study
We have reached that stage of musical gulture in
at the proper moment. As study, it will hold the America
when it is not an uncommon thing to be asked
serious attention; later, when ita inner correspondence

of spirit shall have had. time to make itself felt, the

to play Beethoven's ‘‘ Moonlight Sonata.”

This writer

student will find himself liking the piece which at frat sometimes suspects that the name that has been given to
he regarded merely as exercise.
It ia the
as this sonatg bas more to do with its popularity than the
loving 6 woman. “You see her many days, sama
perhaps
years. Later, all of « sudden her relation to your inner characteff the composition itself. He is quite aa enlife asserts itself, and one discovers—what shall we say, thusiastic as any one else about the beauty of this’great
his other self?
work, butheobserves that he is rarely asked (o play any
Lave often secured this serious attention to pieces by
Beethoven sonata that has no romantic name. Let all
‘mere expedient of requiring them to be memorized. emotion
be based upon intelligence ;upon a thorough

This ia certain to clear up the mind, and

is almost certain to make felt the emotional tone of the
inti of the Boresines
ing;
of the biSST j ore
ofth
work, A /@PPreciation
cee
student unconaciously learns many points
about musical general construction of the composition,
and,
above al ,
form by memorizing pieces of different kinds,

It is sometimes objected that a piece ia never its own the general sentiment expressed by the master.
preparation. One must always
bave gotien
technic
for it from something else. This is true tothea degree.
For Sale by all Music Dealers.
Music 1" Spexca.—Observe how all passionate lanBut the something else may as well have been another ange
does of itself become musicel—with a Gaer music
‘The Monthly Bulletins
catan
ies
by G. Schirmer are piece as a study.
than
the mere accent; the epeech of a man even in
invaluable toall interested issued
All
playing
in
Music.
and
all
music-writing
Willbe
sent free
may
be
divided
into
jealous
becomes a chant—a song. All deep
to any address,
about three categories: thematic, wherein the discussion things areanger
.
song.—Thomas Carlyle.
:
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ETUDE.
BY

ERNST

HELD,

*

ware B

the time correctly before playing count the beats aloud,

-sas indicated by the time mark,

Point with a pencil to

the exact place of each best, continuing all the while
steady and loud,
.
Embellishments, as turns, trills, movements, etc., are

frequently played heavily with a clumsy pressure upon

In my experience of almoat-fifty years of teaching, I the keys, *
*
have met withthe same faults in many players, which can
Give to the fingers alight, fluttering, upward tendency,
easily be overcome by a little earnest self-criticiam and rather than a heavy downward pressure, for correcting
the conscientious use of the following prescribed reme- this fault, Gilling out at exact time allotted to the embeldies.
lishment with easy grace, without jerking or crowding

D. c.

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC.

With many pupils the two hands do uot strike together,
the left hand usually anticipating the right. It produces

Ballads.

a bad effect and is in a measure caused bya sluggish,

IT Would That [Could Quite Forget. Litlibridge..80 40 singing way of counting time. Think
of an orchestra of
I Love to Wander Quite Alone. Richter.
+ 86 some sixty players, ifthey
were not following exactly the
I Love a Maid. Studts.
=
conductor!
the
What
of
a
mess
baton
of sound would
Lovest Thou Me? Smith.
ensue in rapid runs, if the players were to be the amallTwo Lives. Webster...
est fraction of asecond apart from each other!
To remedy this bad faalt, set your music nerves in
Waltz Songs.
strict rhythmical motion, by counting aloud a meagure
or
two before playing, Make your counts ehort and
Love at Sight. Reddington
oT
Love's Confession. Strelezki.
40 crisp, imitating
theclick of aclock, or better, of ametroTell Me, Love. Smith...
40 nome, and accent strongly the first beat, and in double
Silken Bands: Bischoff.........
76 time slightly the middle beat of ameasure.
Seales and onison passages should be practiced with
That Little Knot of Blue. Smith
40
Sacred

ms

varying accent in groups of 3, 4, 6’ ete. notes, watching
carefully by sound, not by sight, the simultaneous

Songs.

notes; let the notes of the garn, if atrill ende with it, be: .
played just about as fast ae the trill:notes, rather dimin-

ishing the nomber of the trill-notes, than to crowd the

turn-notes in too short a space of time.

Crescendos and

diminuendos frequently lose their effect by not making
them gradual.
Try @ practice of five-finger exercises, scales and
arpeggios with all varying dynamic force, to correct this

fault, sometimes evenly piano or forte (of all degrees),

sometimes with gradual intreasing and diminishing tone.

The melodie portiona ofacomposition areoften over-

powered by a ponderous accompaniment.»Let the sta-

dent find out allthe melodic figures-and passages, playing

them alone, and then listen while playing the whole, to

hear if they stand out with proper shading above the
s¢companying material. Hans von Buelow’aand Friedheim’s playing waa in this respect an educating revela-

by both hands.
tion. The fine editions
oftheStuttgart Cottas, of Charles
50 striking
In playing pieces with bass notea and chords, accomHallé, of the Steingraebera, of Buelow’s and many others
panying
a
melody
in
the
right
hand,
do
not
consider
it
with
annotations
are
recommended
to the diligent student
Let Me-to Thy Bosom Fly... Smith
40
Gentle Touch of Jesus. Heitinger .
we
40 graceful or sentimental, to anticipate the notes of the ‘in this respect.
melody
by
the
accompaniment!
It
ia
bad
taste.
Jesus, Dear'Saviour (melody, Juanita). Theophil. 35
In playing broken chords beyond one octave, two
CONSOIENTIOUSNESS IN PRAISE.
serious*fanlta are frequently encountered, viz: DisconHumorous Songs.
necting the sounds at the crossing of the thumb under
Sweet Miss Industry (Solo or Duel). Sousa..... 60 the fingers or of the fingers over the thamb.
AY BATTIE HINES,
Kootsie Wootsie (Little Baby). Smith
In correcting this, have the thumb always ready for
O'Grady's Goat. Will Hays...
its work by bending it as far as possible under the palm
How greatly men differ in the value they place upon
His Beat Pair.
Muncie.
of the hand, with the wrist turned outwards, but guarding praise, a seed 80 prolific both of success and of failure!
Bye Bye, My Baby. Smiti
‘There
ia the teacher who praises everything. Ina short
against the a-kimbo position of tho elbows, In descendtime you find that you can place but little confidence in
ing, or left hand ascending, hold the thumb on its key, anything
he tells you, and you make up your mind that
Marches.
until the crossing finger touches its key.
he is flattering you for the sake of hetding you as a
pupil.
A good preparatory exercise is to practice with only
Assembly. Cohen.
Accept My Prayer.

Strelezki.

Father, Bend Low.

Oldberg ....

40

‘There is the class of teachers who go to the opposite
four notes, the two preceding and the one followingthe extreme.
No matter how much you practice, ‘how
Continue this practice, until the four notes easily you learn, your teacher does not let you have the
sound as even and well connected, as when played with- satisfaction of kuowing that he thinks you are improv-

Congress Hall. Sousa...
Farmers’ Alliance. Brounold..
Juno, Williams...
Our New Flag. Holst.
Templar. Webb
Sweet Sixteen. Judson
Eastern High School Cadets’ Marc!

crossing.

Diver......

40

Miscellaneous.

Gladeome Love. Yorke—Meig:
My Heart's Darling (Gavotte). Arthw
Sunshine, and Roses Waliz. Olmsted.
Picnic Waltzes... De Wit
Sadness of Silence (Reverie).

Olmsted.

50
40
75
60
ae

60

Moonlightinthe Breakers (Presto). Heddington. ,£0
Wilhelmine (Minnet). Strelezi
Doves Cooing (Idyl). Holst,
Charge of the Lancers. 'heophi
76
La Guitarra (Spanish Romance). Bischoff.
16
By the Light of a Star. Bronson Towne
50
Dreaming and Awaking (Fantasie). Holst.
50"
Resignation (Nocturne). Brownold.....
40

Every piece named is a gem in its way. Ask your
music dealer to let you examine this music. Aaa role,

our publications are for aale by every first-class music
dealer, but if for any reason you have any diffitulty in
obtaining our music, write direct to us and receive the

‘same by return of mail,

Music sent to teachers for ex-

mination with privilege of returning what they cannot
use, Write for our terms and catalogue.

JOHN

F. ELLIS

ing. He will keep you on an exercise or a piece just as
as he can, and when compelled to give you some
The second fault in arpeggio playing is striking the long
thing new will act as though he bad’ conferred. the
thumb-note too loudly, in consequence of the superior greatest possible honor apon you. You work for hours
strength of the thumb compared with the other fingers. upon the eame passage ;you tecl tbat you are deserving
For a betterment, the second part of the above exer- of some credit for at least_the faithfaloess with which
you have worked, and yet not one word of encouragecise will overcome thisevil. Oscar Raff. the renowned ment
falls from your teacher's lipe.
technique-master of Berlin, drills bis pupils to use the
Then thera is another class of teachers. The moment
thumb in crossing, without sounding the note going up, you find yourself in the presence of one of these you
and even with alternating thumb, and. second, then third feel that you have a friend who takes # personal interest
in you, and who will be honeat with you. If you are not
and fourth fingers.
doing as well as you are capable of doing, he kindly
Another fatit is, that pupils forget to continue an acci
tells yon so, and shows you in what way to change your
dental through a measure. It is distressing to hear even methods of study: If you have done work worthy of
somewhat advanéed players making this mistake, which comment he gives it to you in a hearty manner that
he is pleased, and is not afraid
to say so. Neveris a sure siga ofalack of knowledge of
elementary*har- shows
theless, he rans to no excess in his praise; he makes
mony.
you feel your true worth, nothing more. This is the
A beginner should, if this forgetting of accidentals class of teachers that are making their mark in the
becomes habitual, make it a rule to stop right short in world.
A few minutes of socialichat at the beginning of the lesmeeting an accidental, search for the same note affected
in which a personal interest in the pupil's ambitions
by it in the same measure, and impress the rale upon the son,
and welfare is shown, will often do more towards getting
memory.
the pupil interested than all the talk of theory and
tusie
I required playfully of the pupil a forfeit for each euch tbat could be crammed into the whale lésson hour.
often thoughtleesly flatter pupils with hopes of
forgetfulness, and received once from a dear one a basket Teachers
which they could never pos ly attain.
of beautiful roses as a Christmas gift with the inscrip- aggexcellence
ileitis necessary to be careful that praise does not~
tion: “ Many forfeits.”
.
become Aattory, it is justasneces: ry to praise what ig
1d honesty.— Musical
The more advanced pupil chould study the different justly merited with frankness
easenger:
keye (major and minor) thoroughly, and become familiar
with the relation of keys, the dominant, subdominant,
relative and corresponding minor (or mejor) keys. Learn
—A Chinsman, lately returned from a trip to Europe,
the elementary signs of m@dulation; (for example, the treated his countrymen to the following description of
piano: “The Earopeans keep a large four-legged _
raising of the fourth as a means to lead intothe dominant the
beast, which they can make to sing at will, A man, or
key; the lowering of the seventh as 9 means to lead into more
frequently awoman, or even a feeble girl, sits down
the key of the subdominant, ete.
in front of the animal and steps on his tail, while at the
out crossing.

& CO.,

$37 PERASYLYANIL AVE. H.W. WASHINGTON, B. 6.

came time striking its white teeth with his or her fingers,
when the creature begins to sing. The singing, though
much
louder than a bird's, is pleasant to listen to, ‘The
remedy this read the piece through before playing, having beast does
not bite, nor does it move, though it is not
the tonality and relations of keys in your mind, To get tied up.”
Many pupils read music in » mechanical way, trans-

ferring the notes to the keys in a hitching manner.

To

&
Eee
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LETTERS TO TEAOHERS,

FROM THE CATALOGUE OF

‘this assertion,

“Do you advise the use of the Virgil Clavier? 1 aur

unmusical. Please give me your opinife,

He Age

Some two years ago my attention was attracte
d to the

muUSsICc.

The Clavier method puts these

tions jnto the playing apparatus in a goarvellously condishort

x

told thaf it makes the playing mechani
cal and the touch

MILWAUKEE.

iS

Proportion of piano students bear witness
to the truth of

BY PERLEE V, JERVIA,

WM. ROHLFING & SONS,
PIANO

ETUDE.

time, three or four months at the most.

Ido not believe it Deggssary to hear
fone in order to

know whether the muscular action in prodaci
ng it was
correct or not.

If Iam right in thie belief,

then I submit, will you not get mare rapid results by concent
rating
the attention upon the agent of product
ion rather than
on the tone after it ia produced? Is it necessa
ry to pro-

Clavier by the superior quality of some of the technical
PIANO BOLO.
Hollacnder, V. Lore Romance, Op. 57 Eight instructive work of the Virgil pupils. I obtuined a Clavier
and duce three or four bad tohes in order to get one
carefully Angered
commenced an investigation into ite merits. This investhat
Not 2. Berenade
Hallroomy
, good? Yet this is what large numbers of piano studentsis
40 tigation had a twofold purpose, to discover what merit do,
& On the foe
40 belonged to the Clavier,
4. Love Whispers...
and (I am honest enpugh to
40
Limits of space forbid me to enlarge upon
5. Paternal Bove:
40 admit it)
this sub6
40 assertions, to disprove some of Mr. Virgil's cléme and ject. In
future article I shall give reasong,
q,
Bony
to me
which,
“40
to
aay
the
lesst, I considered pre- suficiently sound, for my belief
8. Wedding Merch
“40
in the Virgil Clavier;
Holst, Ba. Tho School Festival. Six essy and instructive sumptuous. Much to my confusion, the morggyexperi
in the meantime take my advice and
study it,
mented the more I was forerd to admit MRVirgil's
4
$0.40 couclusidne as sound, and
the matter ended in my plac:
40
ing myselfinbis hands for a thorough course of
instruc

tion in the Clavier methods.

I soon discovered that, however much we “artist
teachers” kuow about music and musical playing, we
are but babes and sucklings when it,comes to a knowl-

Novars, L. Musical Cameos, Op. 76, Easy ploces -—
No. 1. Spinning Wheel.
2 Gipsy Lite.
Smit

edge of technic as an exact science.

methods, which T ehall teach as well as preach.

Stormberg, C. Frivolette, Valse do Salon, Op. 48.
Ttalian Scenes, Up. 49:
1. On the Lagoon...
2. Tarantella.
8. Lullaby .
4 Punch and Judy.
Love Bong, Op.50, No.1
Historiette Musicale, Op. 60,
Btaccatella, Caprice,
Op. 50, No.
Arabian Nights Nocturne,
Op. 4
Patte-Chatie, Morceau
de Salon, Op. 65.
Strelezkt, A. Mosaic,
Album
Musicale, 0;
No, 1. Mibaet....,
scott
RE
» % Chanson Triste.
8. Petite Mazurka.
‘
5
6
Te
8.
3
10.
11. Melod
12, Bonut Vai
18. Spring Song.
14. Marche Triomphale
15. Fairy Tat
16. Valeo Rococ
17. Rock Me w
Sleep...
18. Tarantelie.
19. Little Thera
0. Valno Gracious
FOUR HANDB.
HOlling, C. Rosebuds, Op. 213. Twelve instructive
UL octaves :—
.
No. 1. Blumber Bong.....
. Conversation,
8. Rollan Harp.
4. Children's Danco
5. Out in the Green..
5. Saroyard 8h
7. Village 8ce
&. Eriondabip,

65
170
60
‘60
60
60
60
60
50
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
No
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

pieces with

_

Hlaaptner, Th, YoiceCulture. A new theoretical and practical
school of singin for the use of all voices according to the mont.
approved principles.
wae
$2.50
The Organist’s Album.ORGAN.
collection of classical and modern
music for the organ in ‘the4 church
and home, eelectod ana
LM AN,

What

the
water, expert wheelmen upon the wheel,
ete. ; 80, he
says if one wants to learn to play upon the piano,
he
believes the best way to go about it is
to attack the

Op. 59, No. 2, Thome;

4
Les Joyeux

you

have studied the piano.

If these resulta do

more masiéal, for Clavier pupils are obliged to
analyze and ¢higgk
music in # way the piano stadent wota
not of,

This leads me to your last question.

tive upon

the subject of musical

Fears of study and observation

I am very sensi-

touch;

to it.

I have given

Had

not the

Virgil method been fully in accord with the ideas of the

cannot get a musical

mentioned compoaltions sent for exam|-

Publishers—WM. ROBLFING & SONS—Importers,

Smith's College, Northampton, Mass.

New Concord, 0.

Prelude in © Minor, Bach;
Op 10, No. 1,
Beethoven ;Bridal Chorus fromSonata,
Lohengrin, Wagner:
Bubblin
piano itself. With the firgt part of these remarke I fully Choping;Spring, Rive King; Polonaise Op.'40, No. 1.
Song of the Shepherdess, Abt; Menuet, Op
agree, for these acgousilebucss canbe acquired in no 14, Paderew
ski; Rondo Capriccioso, Op. 14, Mendels
other way. But, if there existed a method
sohn;
Fugue
in C Minor, Bach; Largo from
of learning
Op. 10, No. 3, Beethoven; Grillen (Whims), Sonata,
to ride the bicycle in five minutes, away from
Op,
12,
the
machine, and in spite of a knowledge of this fact my No. 4, Schumann ;Fiddle and f, Goodeve; Awakening
of tbe
Mayer; Scherzo, Op. 81, Chopin§
genial friend still insists upon risking his neck for a, Mazurka, Fairies,
Papin}.
week or more astride the wheel itself, I for one am not?
Recital by the Pupile of B. 8. Lind, Ofnton-.
inclined to quarrékwith him,
From all of which‘you will see that I do advise you to
Fantasia, Laybach ; Reverie, Goederler; Invitation
use the Clavier. I will go still further. If you will study to the Dance, Weber; Sonata, Op. 18, Beethoven; ‘The
the Clavier method with a teacher who thoroughly un- Shepherdess, Mendelssohn; Valse, Op. 42, Chopin;
Trot, Du Cavalier, Rubinstein; Caprice
derstands it, and will use it and the Clavier exclusive
ly Spindler: Song without words, Now 16 and 30,'Militaire,
for three months, I promise you that your technic will sohn;
Nocturne, Chopin; American Beauty Mendele
be in a better condition than would followayear's piano Kortheuer; Sonata, Op. $1, No, 3, Beethoven; Gavotte.
Rhap.
practice, also that you will have a more scientific knatel- sodie Hongroise, No. 6, Liszt.
edge of the principles upon which a perfect technic ie
Pianoforte Recital by the Pupils of Miss Banks,
based, than you ever had before; I don't care how long

authorities upon the subject (to say nothing of
my own),
I should never have had anything to do with
it. You

Hy

Imprompta,

x
Lima, 0., Colleye Concert,

I write now has reference to the Clavier from a purely
Introduction and Fantasie, for two pianos,
Op. 92,
technical standpoint. I shall have something to say Hommage i Hiindel; Moscheles; Bolero,
19,
Chopin
Adagio, from’ double concerto Up. 25,Op.Rubint
about the musical side of Clavier practice at some fature grein;
Andante and Variations for two pian s, Up. 48,
time,
Schumann ; Barcarolle,
60, Chopin; Grand Duo,
Tn a recent issue of Tae Erone my gifted friend, Emil Op. 116, Les Contrastes, Op.
Moscheles.
Liebliog, is quoted as saying that, as a rule, he has
Recital by Pupils of W. F. Gates, Muskingum College,
observed that expert swimmers acquire the art
in

not
follow, set me down as a false prophet,
Now, as to yonr second question. Did you ever know
11
k Dance
12, Ball-room Memories a player trained exclusively at the piano to be mechaniPIANO STUDI
cal? Of course not; such a thing is unheard of! To be
ETC.
Riemann, Dr. HW. ComparativeES,
School, theoretical and serious, expressive playing does not depend
Practical. A guide to tbe-study of thePiano
most iuiporiant
so much
l
Works for the Pixouforte,
completed by the addition educationa
of selected upon the instrument ag upon the teacher and the pupil
material. Materials
w
four
tooke:—
Book 1. Elementary School...
himself.
I
know
teachera
whose
:
pupils
would
ites
play with
TBD
2 Preliminary Technical
Studies for developing sirengin,
independenceaud
,
in the fingers, for producing expression upon a washboard, and others whose pupils
the veriouyinds ofSuency
touch,
and
would make the finest grand sound like a street
for
iam
piano.
dynamic
Wading. co...
8. Meludic
Clavier practice does not make the ‘playing mechanical,
Ornament
Directions tor ¢
mentsofmelody s, correctly
and
in
proper
style.
on the contrary, withaproper teacher, the playing be.
4. Rhythical Problems, Triplets, Double Gu
ate...
Quinsettes,
comes

on application
Avy of tbe foregoing
nation,

2

My conversi
to Fapill one, Caprice, Op. 8,
Gregh;
the Clavier method was complete, and as the on
Blooming
worst Meadows, Rive-King; Concert Stueck, Op.Oa 79,
C. Me
sinner often makes the best saint, hereafter you will find von Weber.
me an uncompromising advocate of the Clavier aud its

6, Neapolitan Dance...
ea
Wilson G. Polka Rococo, Op.41...
‘ans of the Butterdien, Op. 46
Gradle Song, Op. 47, Not
Danse Melodiouse, Op. 47, Ne
Bylran Dance, Op. 47, No. 3
Caprica (Strauss-Tausig), Op. i
Oa‘alse
rice
Fapagnole, Op. 62m eon
Thinl ValeodeGoncert, Op. 63,

VOCAL STUDIES.

CONOERT PROGRAMMES,

touch and have the

and
herve conditions wrong. The Virgil methodmusclehinges
on this fact ;from the very firat lesson the wholeall playing
“pparatus is put into these correct conditions. Piano
Pupils, if they ever get these conditions at all, do
only
after years of study, Let the unmusical touch ofsoalarge

NorthampiS, Mass.

March de Procession, Seymour Smith; Wiegenlied,
Heller; A Flower of
Haberbier ; Cabalett
Lack; Tocatelle. Op. 26Spring,
Dupont; Hunting Sone, Op.a,
101, No. 19, Gurlitt; Lyrieche Siticke,
Op. 43 Erotik,
An den Friibling, Grieg;
Song, Op. 101. No. 6.
Gurlitt; Preludes: in D atCradle
mejor.
Chopia,
D minor,
Mendelssohn; Ballet Music from Feramors, inNos
1 and
2, 4 hands, Rabinstein,
Recital by the Graduates of Conservatory of Music,
of
Kidder Institute.

Sonata, Op. 27, No. 2,. Beethoven;
Op.
26, No. 1, Chopin: Sonata, Op. 10, No. Polonaise,
2, Beethoven ;
Novellette in Op. 21. No 1, Schumann; Spnata,
Op.
Beethoven; Second Rhapsodie Hovgrowe,”
Liszt ;

Sonata: Op. 13, Beethoven;

Vocal Solo, “Chide

Me,

Chide Me, Dear Mazetto,”’ Mozart ;Fantasie Polonaise,
Raff,
Hamilton Music School.

Gavotte and Gigue from 3d English Suite, Bach;
Andante in F, Beethoven; Prelude
Fugue in E
minor, Mendelssohn ;Rondo Piacevole,and Bennett;
Im
promptu, in A flat, Etude in E, Op. 10, No. 8, Chopin;
Flying Dutchman, Soiree de Vienne, Liszt.
—There are professions which 80
one’s whole
time, strength and mental resources, engross
mere pursuit of the dollar is out of the question,that Allthe treo
crore
belong to this claes.—H. EB. Hennings.

THE

FROM
Tau

intensification of life under the pressure of com-

petition naturally exalts the value of what
‘technical training.” The reasons are obvious:

the musical student in our best managed
music
schools a course ensuring the best possible great
chances of

healthy, artistic progress, and ulticiate and permane
nt

we call
a well-

directed technical training makes the specialist; tho
specialist commande-repatation, and
child
of fortune. Happily, however, there is isthea modern
and
wiser conception of the building-up of artisticbroader
character,
which is commanding attention at the Present time; the
economy of special application is generally acknowl.
edged

TO
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ALL-ROUND ARTISTIO TRAINING.

. Factory

auccess.—Ez, ,

:

FROM 4 TEAOHER'S CORRESPONDENCE,
BY FREDERIO 8. Law,

to be linked with the economy of
culture.
‘The spiritual, intellectual, and physical general
powers of man

Fireside.
W

ETUDE.

assert and re-assert their claims to be considered

in a:

scheme of preparation for the life-work of the individu
despite his eagerness to command

a prompt succes:

special concentration in a given direction,

Natére

insists upon three conditions of
variety, aod reat,
deavor to fulfill any two of the conditions named; bat

OULD

you get a ‘Piano if you
* knew you could get a FIRST-

mind,

‘he trath

CLASS INSTRUMENT for $175?

Our plan is to sell direct to you. NO
BIG PROFIT for the dealer, no com- ,
mission for the friend who*introduces
you or the solicitor who calls on you.

Dear Mrs. B, :—'‘I do not think you quite understan
d

the situation as regards the incomplete term of
lessons.

We have no agents, and do not em-

with me last fall.

ploy any solicitors,

and consequently
save you all this expense, which does
not improve the value of the Piano,

reserve time for the pupil and not be paid for it; it can
bo used for no one else until

but certainly does increase the cost.
You have nothing to show for this
useless

dealer’s

‘commissions,

expenses
but

in

and agents’
buying

from

them you must naturally pay all this
additiénal expense, for Ghich you get
no value whatever.
Our Pianos are
known throughout the civilized
world.
Pianos,

We
and

manufacture
send

thirty days’ TEST

them

our

own

to you

TRIAL

on

if you

All T ask from my pupils is

’ ia as true of the maker of music as

it is of the coachman or any other craftemen. To turn
to the other side, the musical executant can only hope

to discontinue ;only then can Jfeel free to dispose otherwise of their hours,
for promptitude and certainty of conception and detail
You can understand that I cannot of course, make out
by the atndy of the various departments of the art of
any other
than the one I have already sent, and which
composition ;a preparation which, in effect, precipitates calls for a bill
half term, considerably leas than the time your
the miod forward, quickens the perceptive powers, and

intensiGes every form of executive activity, Music is so name was on my books. It would-be acknowledging in
delighttul and exhilarating in its mental magnetism that effect that I had tried to overreach yon in the first place
masical artista require to be warned constantly of the and
only gave over on account of your protest. Even if
dangers of overwork, and of the folly of forgetting, in
the pursuivof what must ever be a pleasure to the born you do not agree with me, you must see that I look at
musician, that the law of waste and repair ie a stera, the matter consistently and from a business-point of view:

inevitable condition of every form of life.
application to the study of composition

Excessive

in ita various

departments produces a kind of temporary brain paraly-

sis, the love for tho time of the power of controlling part
desire it. We make the terms of sale movements
in harmony and ‘counterpoint, and the

to suit all pocket-books.
Write to
us for catalogue and prices, and any
further information you may wish.

Factory, WAREROOM, AND OFFices,

PA.

‘"KELLMER Piano Co,

Ishould go out of the profession if Ithought I could

not depend upon engagements formed with pupils.

Think of ita little from my standpoint and I am sure
that you cannot help understanding my position.

That

weakened recognition of the relationship and proportion is why I have written thus explicitly, I should indeed
of various activities and features which go to make up
music of interest and eloquence. The musical execu- regret your thinking me capable of anything resembling
tant, perbaps, still more feels the necessity for physical sharp practice.
rest.

T remain sincerely yours,

In activity waste is getting ahead of repair; and

in reat and sleep repair is gaining ground over waste,

Ad incessant exercise of nerves and myscles in given

directions weakens rather than strengthens, and if persisted in too ¥gng will result in cramp or aome form of
local and te#porary palsy. Juatas a too concentrated
attention and activity brings on nervous disturbance and
inability, 80 a too long continued strain upon the recurrent action of nerves aud anuscles, in either singing
or playing, will ptove dangerously exbaustive, aa causing

Whetber Mr.

’s arguments convinced his pupil,

Ido not know, but it is clear that he took the only dig-

nified and consistent course in the matter.

Think what

a blight it would cast upon the profession ifit were con- -

“ ceded that pupils might judge for themselves as to whether

or no they should keep their engagements.

The land-

So it becomes an important

lord ia never requested, as a matter of course, to remit

truth that we must, while encouraging activity in the

a month's rent, because his tenants have not occupied

waste

to oulrun

repair,

study of music—whether productive or executive, men-

“HAZLETON,

sufficient thought for me, to notify me when they wish

for that length of time, The teacher pays the samo rent
for his studio whether his pupils come or stay away; his
different ways, of variety and rest. The combination
piano costs just as much per quarter, whether he gives
of studies, the restful and at the same lime strengthen- fow or many lessons on it.
ing regults of individual effort, combined with the loss
‘The trouble is that too many regard their engagements
exacting and more social performances of choir and
orchestra, the happy and far reaching effects of a timely as did ‘ Flora-McFlimsey, hers for matrimony :””
and judicious combination of theoretical and practical
‘An engagement, you
2
atudiea, are conditions which make the life and work of
Which is Uloding oa you, butnot apon me.
talorphysical—take care to duly recognize the important

reaction and .recyperative power, in their several and

z

a
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The best, if not the only, School of Technic

ae

ETUDE.

2

AN IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONSTRUCTION
OF PIANOS,

KNOWN TO

No Licnr Anrap.—Firet

Store Boy :,‘*How do you
like your new place?” Second
Store ‘Boy: “Don't
like it. I€ Idon’t do things
they'll get another
boy, and if Iedo do things rightright
they'll keep me doin’

FROM THE GERMAN, BY C. W. GRIMM,

TOUCH
‘TECHNIC.

Tue Musik Instrumentenceitung brings an article of them more and more.”’
Jost asdiscouraging to music
. If they don’t
The object of nearly all new systems of making do good texching they lose theirteachers
pupile and-atarre, had
if
they do do good teaching they have
Pianos is to get a greater volume and better
such large classes
which we extract the following :—

quality of
tone. Many obtain it with more or less
success by
using reeds of pipes, paris producing. tones
entirely

that they are worked to death,

foreign to stringed instruments. Only the ‘legato
system” devotes alittle attention to the sounding-board,

Niw Hove Age Rovon —Mistress: “Keto, these
are the very same
s that were hore lant weeks,
Kate: ‘They areoldjustcobweb
as good. as new, Ma'am
, for I
(Gegen steg), which increases the "sounding-board’s never touched them,”
;
And
the
papil's
mistake
power of resistance against the pressure of the
s
are
the
same
as
he
made
strings. lesson, notwithstanding
his teacher made him play last
Experts attribute the undeniable
the

BY DR. WM. MASON.

a8 the soul of the piano, by adding a counter-bridge

THEODORE PRESSER, 1708 Chestant St,

Passage repeatedly during the lesson.

success of this system

of tone development almost exclusively to this
increase
of resistance.

Philadelphia, Pa,,Pablisher,

Upon a similar line of thought, but in another way,

~

the piano manufacturer Herr G, Elias, in Stuttgart
, suc-

ceeded

IN FOUR BOOKS:
BART

I.—The

Two- Finger Exercises

(School of Touch).
PART IL—The Scales Rhythmicaliy
Treated (School of Brilliant Passages).
PART IIL—Arpeggios Ehythmicatiy
Treated (Passage School).
PAET IV.—School of Octave and Bravura
Playing.

in constructing

a sounding-board

in such a

~

this ungrateful
gainst the pressure of. teacher began to abuse the fates for ever bringing young Groogs.to him as a pupil.

work, with the resultant rapid and thoroug
h

the

application of accents,

developing a true rhythm;

thus

a discriminating touch

that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna
mic quantity, and an effective syatem of velocit
y
Practice

that

secures

speed of execution.

Pressure of the strings,

and that this evil occurs sooner in large instrume
nts

than in emall ones, or those of a medium size.

It is 9 well-known fact that no sounding-board
made

in the customary

way can completely

resist the very

On On Liwes.—Paste
“What is all
that
whistling for!” Canadi nger:
Conductor :“We've ofcaught
up with those peakey cowsan again,
”
Some of the self-sat
music teachers who are
oinginslower ways thanisfied
did the Canadian sccomme
,
dagen train, are now wondering what
all thi noise in
the musical world is about,

the necessary

facility and

All of which is applied to

once and without cost by the simple turning
of screws.

The general introduction of the vaulting system would
be very desirable if only to preserve the original tone
volume

of the instruments,

quality of the tones.

and

not

to improve

the

The results of the triale thus far and the adoption
of
the new system by a number of Stuttgart manufact
urers

are

a sufficient guarantee

for the indisputable,

cant: ‘May I ask why?” Close Merchants “Yor ore
bald, sir. A man with no hair
to wipe bie pen on will
rust out a whole box every week,””
And he employs a Young
git!
for teaching music in hia
family who has taken bat three terms
herself, and those
of a bushwback teacher, because
she will come to bis
house and give lessons at twenty five conte cach,

Asxixo ron Inroawation.— Young Mother: Baby
is somewhat cross to-day,
ia teething.” Bachelor,
(in great awe of the mite of hehumanity
): “And when do
octaves, becanse the tones continue to sound
longer you expect him to commence-er. baiting?”
umes, in order to enable teachers who
are still than usual. It gives greater possibilities for shading
Paterfam.
(Music
teacher
has
the young danghter play
dependent upon some other system of technics
to tones, and so called dull (tabby) tones are altogether a sonatina to her father): ‘When will oar Marthe bo
able to play a tune?”
add to their present stock the particular
part of excluded in it; and finally it mast be said that, similar
the artistic and

compositions,

i

bending in under the immense

of a complete technic, from the beginner to the great pressure of the strings for any length of time. In
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics the “Vaulting System” thie fault is avoided in the very
beginuing, at any rate a bending in of the sounding.
Hs Is x Eveny Towy.—Close Merchant: “Yo, si,
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind ih techni- board
that might ogcur later on can be easily rectified at 1 Want a new bookkee
per, bat you won't do.” Applt.
cal
development;

}

ne

Observations have shown that the loss of

tone in otherwise well-made inatramente ig principa
lly 4

OF
Touch and Technic
compri
anorigina
se l system for the development

5

music teacher who puts

Faturr axp Sox—Old @roogs: “If you ever
want
the scientifically correct theory of vaulting. “This uew to amount to anythi
ng, take that
buiter dish ont of
invention is now to be placed before the public, and will your eye and drop that club youglaes
are
carrying
upside
down.!’
Young Groogs: ‘+O, gwacious! ‘that
be called the ‘Vaulting System.”
fshould
erak have to inhewit a fawtan
e fwom such a fawther as
The perfection of the tone-developmygnt, and especially thia!”’
the preservation of th
nal topd velume of an UpHis Music Teacher : ‘ Never mind,
you have not inright or & Grand piano depent
aboveall upon the herited any musical talent.” Then

result brought about gradually by the soundin
g-board’s

SERIES

But no more of a

at ‘any time against the pressure of the strings.
He
achieved it after many trials,and was always guided
by

sounding-board’s keeping

ENTIRE

Cneatino' Natort.—"O

ne of the biggest fools in the
world is the man who thinks
he can make something by
putting only seven quarts
in a peck.’
+

fool than the
manner that it exerts by itselfacounter-pressure
, which
no effort into hie lesson giving.
is thoroughly effective, constant, and can be‘regulat
ed

tho strings.

PRICE OF EACH $1.00.
THE

is

* SMILE, WITH’ A MORAL.

expressive

rendition

of musical

They are printed in separate vol-

Mason’s Bystem which they happen to need.
Experience has shown that teachers diffor greatly

in their estimatioa of the relative value
of the

four elements In Mason's System, and the publi-

cation in separate volunigids intended
to enable

every one to select the particular part he desires,

‘\ The value of the Principle
of Accentuation ap-

plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized

by all teachers and virtuosi that every book
of
technics now contains

more or less of it.

Never-

theless, as Dr. Mason was the origina
l discoverer

extra-

ordinarily favorable success of it, It enriches
the
volume of the tones, makes them organ-like in all

to the violin, the longer the instrument
is used the

detter does the tone become.

The extra cost for mate-

rial and labor to add thia new invention to any instra-

ment amounts to only 4.60 to 5 Mk.

examined the upright pianos

Experta who have

constructed according to

the vaulting system of Mr. Elias, in regard to the
quality

of tone, have found that the clear and beautiful tone of
the pianos continues to sound as long asthe fioger holds
down-the key.

~~

—-—_

—A famous educator says:

‘'Itisa great

Tas Hap It Too,—Little girl with

paper dolls that

she hdd jus} cut out. Her Auntie: ‘My little dear,
hand me the-scissors, I want to trim their heads
down,

they are too large.”

Little Girl: “ They have to be

swelled, they’re all filled with instruction.”
An older sister of hers had recently graduated from
the

musical department of a girls’ seminary.

EmpanrassMent

or Ricnes,—Wife: “T

shall want
one of your closets, dear, because
know, I am
selecting material for a new dress.’ you
“Husband: " But,
Maria, your dress isn't going to take up a whole cloéet.””
Wife: **No, dear, but the samples will,”
Allow apupil to pick out a piece for himself and a

mistake to
set up our standard of right and
and judge people
accordingly. It is a great mistakewrong,
to meaaure the enjoy. whole etore full would not contain a piece that would
ment
of
others
by our own; to
ingenious and thorough aa his,
uniformity of opin: suit him,
‘
joa in thie world; to look for expect
t and experience
This work is a wholly new
in youth ;to endeavar to mold judgmen
all dispositions alike;not
exposition of the
to yield to immaterial trifles; to look for perfection in
subject, représenting the ripened musica
Tue Besr Foor Forwarn —Mother: “So you wish
l experi- our own actions or in others; to worry ourselves and my danghter
for your wife?" He (gallantly): ** Partly
ence of the distinguished author
others with what cannot

of the principle, no application

of it has been so

, who is a teacher
and a virtuosi by the Grace of God.
We have never offered teachers mora valuabl
e
works than these.

be remedied; and not ta allevi-

ate all that needs alleviation as far as

0 our po’
uot to make allowances for the infirmities of
others
consider everything impossib
le that we cannot perform ;
to believe only what our finite minde can grasp; and to
expect to-be able to understand everytbing.””

that madam, and partly that you may be my mother.in
?
law"?
He

was

a

music

teacher

but got the girl and

her

mother, and by similar tact in ready answers be secured
a large class of the best payiog pupils from the leading
families of town,

_ -N@ 4690
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Romance with choral refrain.
This beautiful study is valuable for melod
ic practice,and in the latter part for
breadth and nobility of
Strong expression.
The first part extremely legato, the pedal
being employed four timesin every
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The buss when written in simple measure rhythm; ean
best ba pliyed with the arm, and not with the hand; but
when'the ta1G, then the hand enters.a

taitile rg ) third pulse rhythins, occurs a8 in
measure

s best Sitteg Sor express

ing i. In the ra. pare
there are more tatattt(1tke ein peat) rhyth
ns,
but the same law of rhythmic relation between
hand and arm should be
maintained, In measures 14 and 15 we have the
tro rhythmic agtions combiyed; the fore arm express
(strong weak) that 18 measure rhythm and
ing the traa toa
the hand the tatartt, the third pulse rhythm.
The prevalence of staccato is the reason
Sd
for omitting the phrase lines and the
sudstiiution of this double reading i
The form ts s0 extremaly regularhowever, that they
mark.
are duly inserted in avery sew places.
« S
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. This brilliant Gavotte, arranged from.a Rondeau in Bach's 2nd sonata
for violin solo,isone of the most
brilliant and inspiring of the many splendid things of that great master. Througho
ut the playing one
must remember that it was originally written for violin solo, and therefore
there is always a clear and

unmistakable meledy, which must be differentiated from the chords
‘somewhat, The heavy accents at A
are given with the up-arm touch. The alto 8th notes at B and elsewhere
are played bythe left hand.
The little tenor phrase at C is an imitation of a similar one in the soprano,
and must be accented.
The left hand chords at E must be accented

bass tone

because

the entire

measure depends upon

them. The

must be sustained by the damper pedal when there is no tone sustaining pedal.

Allegro.

.

Transcribed by ST.SAENS from the

Second Violin Sonata of IS.BACH.

PSs
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Let

The notes
printed’ in small type
may be omitted by pupils ha ving: small
hands. J
The effect of this section very sustai
ned; the melody notes must stand above the
others.
To make a good legato let the thumb
slip, off pt on to E withou
t any. break.
is quicker and the phras
Here
the tempo
ing ~more, marked.
By playing
the repetition softer or slower it will be
given a needed emphasis.
Copybight 1898, by Theo. Presser,
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THE
MUSIOAL

GAME.

ETUDE.

_

HOW TO ENJOY GOOD MUSTO,

ALLEGRANDO.

8 little beyond us. To step too far beyond is useless.
A little at a time means certain progress,

Next week try to hear alittle better concert
week. To-day try to pley a better piece than than last
yesterda:
To-morrow listen to aome befter music than you
didt

BY W. P, Gares,

Instruction and Pleasure Combined.

‘A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.

175

day. Persist in climbing. What's the use of continually
“marking time” wben you might atep out
‘get
somewhere,’ This is the sum total of the whole and
matter, to

Owg who does not read the standard musical journals
canvot realize the activity there is in the masical world,

In all the larger cities there is a continoal roand of .con-

ly try to grasp a little move and a little better.
certs, recitals, and lectures, auy one of which, were it continual
All the sid of conversation with musicians
one can
have, or of reading musical literature,
the better. Soon
we begin to wonder how we could have
ever
People in sach cities
enjoyed
can,
if
they
choose,
live
what
such shallow
gam
how we could have neglected
Joarning
toplaythePiano, Organ, Violin, oranyother instra- may be called musical lives; that is, they are sur- many musical masic,
opportunities. Soon we begin to graapao
went; Those
who
sing;
thoee
rounded
who
wish
by
to
read
an
miculo
atmosphere
faster;
1n
thot,
more
all
or
less
charged
by
‘who are intorested in musio, need this charming game.
the meaning hidden in the masters works, soon they unmusical interest and study, and can any day or evening fold
1 teaches thevalueof notesandrests.
their beauties before ua mohe and’ more. They
attend some concert or recital of high grade.
‘Thonamesof thenotes.
The
variety presented generally allows a choice between the withdraw themselves from those who have no ambition
The varioas
keysinwhich music
iswritten,
to
know
them, but on reaching
‘Thedifferont
Kindsoftime,
concerts of educational value and thost which have no
offering a recepPractice
inmusloal fractions.
tive ear, they give us continualapaed
ly new ideas und new
higher purpose than simply to entertain.
‘Theeases waytoearntoreedmauac,
beauties,
and faléll their mission of uplifiing
'o entertain is good, Bat to educate and consequently
‘oulearn,while playing aninteresting game.
and
strengthening ns.
Itsrendily osraeds ovenby ehildron®
to elevate is better.
:
But the world does not, as a genThey do more than
given in the average town, outside of the favored East,

would form the musical attraction of the year,

musicians themselves.
inwereating to old
young, beginners and advanced alfke,
‘Those intending toandstudy
music will nd {t to their advantage to play
this game a while before begianing lessons
x

of it is going to make the hearer use his brains to enjoy
it.
No one, unless he is very one-sided, is going to deny
that one

THE OA8TE OF THE MUSIOIAN.Iw Europe in the last century the musician was
held
be only‘9

to
superior order of
He was. happy
if he could secure the patronageservant.
of some rithrnobleman,
and this accompli

of the missions of music is to farnish simple

pleasure, enjoyment that requires no particular thought.

PRICE 50 CenTa.

Address Publisher,
THEO. PRESSER,
~
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

to recreate ué, they re-create.

eral thing, choose the better. That concert is chosen
that simply tickles the ear, not the one that on the face

tis no slight mission to supply a relaxation to tired
minds. nerves, and muscfe that is in iteelf perfectly

Pa.

harmless,

no

matter

in what

quantity

shed, was content to be addreased ag

“Er,” the contemptuous third person

the Germans,
or to perform even menial services, ofwhen
reqniret!,
This is starllingly abown by advertieéments
about a
hundred years ago, wherein we find calla forof footmen
who were able, on occasion, to sing in concerted music,

it be taken,

“‘ Music is the only senaual pleasure without vice.””

This being true, and I think no one would question it,

“SPECIAL OFFER”
TEACHERS, SCHOOLS,
CONSERVATORIES,

we thay sey that did music have no higher mission than

and valeta who could,

simply to divert and to rest tired humanity, or to occupy

when

required, sustain second
in a harmless way those who might otherwise be engaged violin or viola in a atring quartet.
All this false posiin that which was not harmless, had it no higher
mis- tion came from the fact that concerts had not become
siona than these, mankind should rise up and call it frequent at thattime, and the musician could not draw
blessed.
his sustenance directly from public favor. England was
Many masicians and many writers

somewhat

better

off in this matter than continental
on musical topics
forget that this is a legitimate use of music.
They con- Europe, for concerts for the public had their beginning
tinually cry “the highest, the broadest, the deepest there and were always looked upon with
favor, They
music or none.” They forget that to understand such began in the reign of Charles II and came about
because

of the introduction of the new drink named ‘‘ Coffee”
When the first coffee houses were eB
tablished they became a eort of exchang
e where the
We could not expect people to voluntarily submit first business men, and men of leisure also, met,
of oar
“Special Offer” and Samples of our new “ Puand the
pile! Practice Slips.” If you use coop music you will themselves to a variety of lectures in Greek or Russian proprietors soon tried to enchance their drawing powers
if they did not know more than the mere alphabet of y giving free music to their guests, and aa this proved
find it greatly to your advantage. “If,a teacher, state these
languages.
it is not too much to say that the vastly successful, they aoon found it advantageous to add
what you teach—piano, voice, or violin. If a vocalist, majority of concertAndat'erdants
better artists to their musical attractions and to chargea
do not know more than
the alphabet of music. Even the average music student small entrance fee while the music was going on. These
mention voice. ,
has little more than the primer of musical knowledge. wore the earliest regularpublic concerts. In continental
Notice I say the average pupil. There are some, of Europe nothing of this kind was attempted, and the
Send your address to us and we will send you a copy

THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO,
+
Music Publishers,

110

BOYLSTON

STREET,

+

BOSTON.

music as they clamor

for its proper reception.

for requires years of preparation

course, that have passed that line.

1

Bat if we accept the statement that to elevate is betfer

than to entertain, we must agree that simply to be entertained when one realizes that he ought to be hearing

that which would be eduéational and uplifting, is a lose

of time and opportanity.

In doing this, one subjects

himself-to condemnation of self and the pity or con-

“+ tempt of others.

Hallet & Davis’ Pianos,
.

Boston,

MASS.

More than

200 Planos Sold to Schools
and Colleges In 1891,
eek
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

It is not necessary to attempt to prove

the fact that

and in its better presentations,

that many may neither have beard music in any of ita

highest forms, nor by its best exponents.

And even bad

they done so, they may have been ignorant of its very

Haydn was treated entirely as a

menial
Esterhazya until after he had won popular successby theLondon.
In early life he was Porpora’s bootblack, and init was
only

wheu he was world-famous that he was able to break the
fetters of an iron caste, With Mozart the case was far
worse;

in the Grst

place he hada tar more sensitive and

leas servile nature, (ban Haydn, and secondly,

kicked out of the room forcibly.

master,
“cad”
Mozart
be waa

Schubert, whea teach.

ing at the castle of the Esterhazy’s,

was

content

associate with the servants on a footing of equality.

to

It
ia only in this century that the status of the
has been socially improved to ita proper level. musician
Nor
was
gressive in other matters are willing to stay on a low it Besthoven who wronght the change. He, to be sure,
plane mueically.
Let them have a choice between a roundly abused hisprincely patrons even while receiv ng
song and dance affair and a respectable concert and their favors, and shocked the courtier and poet Goothe
they choose the former: or, be it to go to 8 comic opera by pushing in bis shirt sl-eves through a. gathering of
or a symphony concert and the music box comedy has noblemen whom he met during one of his rambles; but
their unwavering patronage. A concert of cheap bal- this waa a kind of bearishness that pleased them, even,
because of its odd favor, and they looked upon B: etlade, of the ‘* After the Ball’ Lype, attracts them where
Haydo and Handel would be passed without thought. hoven as a strange and pncouth animal to be borne with
The ‘ Maiden’s Prayer,” and pieces of similar saccharine because of his oddity.
It was Liszt, however, who Gret thoroughly voiced the
traah, are rapturously applauded where Chopin noc-

alphabet or impervious to its beauties,
‘The thing to be deplored is that people generally pro-

turne is voted a bore.
Ta not this a true picture of the enjoyment thatthe

But how to make a brighter pictaro, “that ia the

u
i
(0.
OATALOGUES FREE.
823 TO 823 BO. CANAL STREET.

musician often found himself the slave of some petty
sristrocrat who cared little for music and leas for its
representatives. The result was baneful in the extreme.

hie
has great possibilities for broadening and uplifting the Archbishop of Salzburg, was a much greater
prince Eeterhazy. On one occasion when
humanity.
2
: than
Many may laugh at this statement; but then again, ventored to demand a sligh'ly better position
music in ite higher forms

average person baa in music.

ne

into Loudon.

They, for the time being, for-

get their own years (but too often monthe) of s'udy.

standing of a true musician, and in a manner worthy of

a gentleman, too.

ben, on his return from one of his

concert tours, he met the Princess Metternich in a salon
crowded with nobility, and was asked by her whether he

question.’’ One does not need deep technical kuowl- had done a good business, he replied, severely, ‘ F make
edge, nor is the ability to perform well on some instru. music, madam, not busivess!’’ And in that remark the
ment a necessity for the enjoyment of a higher grade of dignity of the position of the musical artist’was first an
nounced to the fashionable worl
music,
Why do our young people dislike the better hymn
tunes in our church bymuals and care naught for the
—There can be no definite age fixed upon as to the
melodies of Weber or Mendelssohn sometimes there time for beginning the study of music. The developfound? The answer is plain : because they were brought ment of the musical taste in the young is the beat
up on magical trash in the Sunday school. Introduce
aide as to the proper time. Let ihe boys and girls
good, sensible music into that nursery of the church, Fecucnlly hear good music, and also permit them
and in the future you will have « congregation of youn, to have access to the pianoforte, under proper superpeople who enjoy the better class of church music, an
vision; and as they begin to have ideas of their own
in whom thie ig an abundance of material for a atrong With regard to compositions, they should have a teacher.
and competent chorua.
4
.
There ie more danger of begianing too paly with teachOne may learn to like the better grade of music by ing than too late. Only the best teachers should be enhearing iti not by avoiding it. We must do jast as the
ged. It is a fallacy to believe that ‘anybody will

child does in school, continually work at something just

a

for teaching beginners.—Almira Greene.

é

MUSIOAL EDUOATION,

my

capable of detecting and separating the musical from
the things, The successful teacher har not only possess
unmusical sounds with ‘discriminating
exactness, and be Opportunities to
ed
able to give intelligent resson
hear all the above, but is constantly
BY JAMES M, TRACY,
s
therefor
.
The
eye
quickly
to hear more. Tobe still further successf
es in and comprehendall
s the musical emblems, char striying
ul one
must
be
a
good
acters,
digcipli
and
carian,
signs
but
used in musical writing. The heart, the
his ducipli
WHAT REQUIREMENTS ARE NECESSARY?
tempered with good judgment and kindness ne must be
medium of sentiment and love, feels, sympath
,
At times
izes, appre- one is called upon to be
ciates, and responds to all that is true,
Abuses creep into every profession, the musical is cer- tifulin
noble, and beau- when severity.is demandesevere. for thera are occasions
d,
music. An active, well trained brain
There
are
some
pupils
tainly not exempt. It iss fact, a subject of severe
is indispen- whose actions and sayings are
comsible, for it represents the power, the mainepr
to provoke a
ment, that there are so many
ing by saint, bat the auccessfal teacher enoigh
d, incompetent
which all the other faculties are putin
keepa
and
stifles
Persons engaged in teaching inuneducate
bis
the musical profession brain, if not Properly educated and motion. But the temper when in their presence.
who ought not to be there.
ned by masBy their teaching and exNo teacher can be successful with a class
ter hands, is incapable of producing discipli
of
dull,
ample they are doing incalculab
unbene musical scholara; he must
le harm to the
of cial results. Even when in possessionany ofmarked
musical education. They hang like millstones cause
all the above gent ones, else he cadnot have talented, ambitious, diliaround attainments few ever succeed in reachin
succeed. no matter how much
the necks of the competent, thus
g to any consid- talent, edacation, and
preventin
g
a
vast
erable
experience-he may possess. .Cirstate
of perfection.
The rudiments, ihe’
amount of good which might otberwiso be secomplished. essentia
l part of all branches of education, claim most cumstances gometimes make poor teachers successful,
There ought to be soms method devised by which the
the While
possessing superior qualifications are obliged
unworthy, uneducated, can be prevented from gaining orearnest attention of those who wish to become competent to takeothers
successful teachers. How few stadents in any depart. submitt a back deat. This is discouraging, but has to be
admission to the profession.
[t is canse for serious ment of science, literatu
ed
to,
re, or art, think the rudiments + We conscie
alarm that so many poorly equipped teachers are
.
ntiously believe the necessity which
conof sufficient importance to devote
stantly gaining positions in ita ran be. Some of
did
them are study, to leara them as they should mach time to their -exist a few years ago for studenta to go abroad to
honeat, no doubt, but unprepared for go difficult a battle
be
learned.
Yes,
music
does
not exist,at the present time, There study
for few teachers ever take the trouble to ascertain whether many
field.
are
as
superior. facilities for obtaining
their pupils are thoroughly grounded in them or not.
We look upon the musical professio as the moat beau: The
cal education here as are farnished in a thorough musi,
successful teacher never neglecta to indelibly stamp Berlin.
London, Paris, or
tifal, important, aod aacred (next ton religion)
It
of
is
all
a
the
concede
on
d
the
fact
minds of his pupils the great importance of the ful perform
that
are more skillprofessions, It certainly ought to be filled with those first principle
ers, as many superior there
s at the beginniog of hia instractio
aingers in Arwerica
who ara fully qualified by natare, educatio
to-day as can be found in Europe,
n, caltare,
‘The beat representative masters all over the ns.
excepti
ng,
reapectability. The retined, sacred character of thia and
world
are
the
few
acquired a world-wide fame offromcourse,
di- at present engaged in urging upon their
vine ari demande that its profession should certainly
service inwhothehaveconcert
room. Bow'un, New York, lonood
brethren the absolute necessity nt devoting professional
contain only the best.
more careful Chicago contain as large,
No one should be admitted to attention to
weil arranged coneervaterice:
this
much
neglected
branch of musical edu- aod a8 perfect orchestral organiz
membership, with liberty to teach,
cannot furnish
es'ion. Next in importance to this subject
ations, as can be found
the highest testimonials from the bestwhoacknowl
the success- in any European city.
edged au- ful wacher begins the technical
we
In piano or organ
"se
thority.
harmony, composition, and instrumentat a,
playing the trae movement of thework.
fingers is explained by AreThesty,
What requirements are necessary to become a success- the
now taught here
uae of simple fiager exercises
ful music teacher? Where best obtained, at home or
wrist movement Scharwenka, McDowel by auch men as Paine, Chadwick,
l, and Dvorak, men of
and carriage of the arms follow, . The‘I'hescales
the highest
abroad? The first important point to be consider
and arpeg- eminence as composers,
ed
is,
ios
Where can their superior
furnish
the
key
to nearly all technical difficnlties. found?
whether the one contemplating music as a life study,
From what has been said it will be readily s be.
hat they should be correctly fingered
seen
® profession, isStted by natural qualifications for filling learned
and
perfectly that the earnest pupil can accomplish as
goes without saying.
such a position? It is necessary then, to ascertain what
country asin Europe, and at about the sawemuch in this
The
rules
given
for
the
coat.
finger,
Yet,
wrist,
some of
and arm move- all things considered, it is alwaya
these natural qualifications are.
Among others, ments, together with correct
advantageous for
is a good physique, including
of scales, arpeg- America students
senses, Senses’
.to go abroad. It has
08, and other passages, furnish fingering
y to
because music requires them toalla the
the vital pointe of siady take out n mach
much
grester
extent
of the conceit which afllicts 4 atendenc
‘or
successf
ul pianists and piano instruction.
than any other profession or calling. Au inborn love for
of
them;
it enlarges their underatanding and majority
There is no denying the fact that incorrec
broaden
s
music, which ought to be manifested early in life ; a good leads
ng them in almost every direction.
to coarse playing, and that such playingt fingeri
It is therefore advisable
English education, inclading some knowledge of German
is
largely
the student to obtain thie broadening, polishin proand French; # good presence, indastry, perseverance, the result of very poor instruction. There i8 no such for
thing on record where persona have become good per. cess by going to Europe; but don't 80 before g being
patience, aa angelic disposition, and a faculty of impart, formers,
or successful teachers, who have not at some thoroughly well prepared at home,anmany do, much ta
ing intelligently what is known to others; these
their regret. German teachers, as a rule,
are time been thoroughly schooled
do not hesiamong some of the indigpensable requirements, Some
or educated by the most tate
to tell their pupils they know nothing,
competent masters,
It ia preposterous to sappose there
to
knowledg
ofhuman
e nature, sufficient to understand how have,
nothing.
They delight in so doing; but suchor next
or, that one, two, or three terms of instruction
severe,
to guide pupils onward so as to produce the best
will degrading atrictures do
resulta, prodace a successful teacher. To
ig important. A good physique means a sound body
be a successful piano ican eagle, and while not aot well on the young Amer~
with teacher, one must learn, and be familiar with the genhe resents the insults feels obliged
all the varions functions pertaining thereto in perfect
to submit to them, because thero ie no other
eral routine of piano studies, with their
way if he
condition. Deficiency in any one of these,
educational desires their instruction.
in any mate- pieces.
tial respect, will not readily adjust itdelf
to music, and
As no successful
therefore do not associate well together,
Again persons who are not

endowed with fine, sensitive feelings, who do not instantl
y feel, recognize, and

Sppreciate the subtle power of musicin
on varied forms, who do not conscienall its most beaulove the
‘art for pure art'seake, who do not adopttiously
the profession
because
their love and inclinat

ions lead them that way,
ought not to think under any circums
tances
it as a profession, nor should such people of following
be permitted
to occupy any leading position within ite eacred
circle.
Notwithstanding this severe stricture
, there are many
Occupying influential positions, claiming full
leges, and fellowship with ua, who really haverights, priv.
no claims
or moral right to be in the’
on. They are not
there from any love of the art,protessi
desire,
fitness
or
cations earned by study and discipline, but aolely quali.
‘Bethe
purpose of getting the loaves and fiahes.
With so large 4 number of uneducated, unmu” cal,
uncongenial, unappreciative

hangers
educated members to lift up and bring on, how are the
any considerable
bumber of poople

to a higher standar

d of sawmek appre
ciation? Yet we are expected to accompl
ish this most
wonderful result.
How the profession is to get rid of

necessary for

teacher can afford to be a Digot, it is

to become acquain

ted with the comPositions of the lighter, showy, concert
music by such t
writers aa Liszt, Thalberg, Dreysch
ock,
Dupont, Jaell,
Ascher, Bendel, Raff, Mosakowski, Scharwe
nks, Mayer,

Schulhéff, Paine, Mason, Mills, and McDowell, in
fact,
alldegitimate achoola of music ought to be made
familiar,
must

be, to gain that desired success which all successf
ul

teachers are in pursuit of.
The successful teacher ought. to know the
different
phases and effects of musical literatur
e as they existed
at the time when the great masters lived.
If they know
this from personal study and
, they will
be better prepared to teach, toproper examples
than those who
do not maka themselves familiar criticise,
line of work.
When compositions are played inorthis
eung too fast there
is uo time afforded to properly phrase
give expres.
sion tothem. No educated, conscientious or
will take
liberties with the traditional marking ofartist
,
concerto, or sonate, but will, so far as hea issymphony
capable,
carry out the composer
's

intentions.

This subject

of
traditional tempis ia cansing muachic ntroversy
at present between artists and critics, for many
of them geriously differ

on this‘subject. By changing the traditional
rendering of Mozarv’s and Beethove
symphonies,
Arthur Nickisch lost bis position as n's
conductor of the
Boston orchestra.
Persons who have never had the opportun
ity to
mingle in the society of cultivate
musicians, whose
advanteges have been comparativelyd limited
in
hearing
the best masic interpreted by acknswledged artists,
Have
no moral right to criticise those who, have enjryed such
think of making music a life study to follow it aga
pro.”
Opportuni
ties. The reason why is 80 very obvious there
fession.
It ig a colossal undertaking which should
not
is no occssion for argument. We may be permitted to
be entered into withoat due conside
ration ag to fitness, say further in
this connection that a large-city preagnts
and a eupply of funds with which to
it to a success: more opportuaities for
ful termination. It is a wonderfullycarry
héaring great artiste, for hearing
n opinion good music performed, with
many people have that music ia one ofmistake
far better surrouadings than
the easiest pro- & small one, and he who lives
fessions. The experience
in the
of all those who know, who naturally
one must
be better educated, cultivated, large
have been in the profession any length of time,
moze apwhose preciative than the one who lives in the and
opinions
are worth having, is, that there is no harder
smaller one.
or
There
is much to, be learned from hearing good music
more exacting one, and whoever asserts to the contrar
y performed by acknowl
bas no knowledge of, nor any true conception
great players and singers,
of ils much more than can edged
many difficulties,
be learaed from single lessous,
The second requirement to success is a quick ear, even when given by the best teachers,
To hear @ great chosus sing an oratorio, an orchestra
sharp eye, a warm, sympathetic heart, a level head,
an perform a aymphony
active brain.
, soloist play a concerto, or @
The ear receives
whether musi- prima donna sing in a’
cal or otherwise. It must, thenall besounds
opera, is not only
keenly, seasitively tional, but a revelationgrand
educated, that it may be absolutely sure
of what music is, and yeteduceone
cor- often hoara: the severest criticism
rectly of
all musical effects, however slight.in jodging
pronounced by those
It mest be who never
had the opportunity ofa Dearie:
any of these

these incompetent teuchera who are now overcrowdin,
its ranks is the burning question of the
hour. A pie]
education in these modern times,to
any profession or
rank in life, is absolutely demanded, fill
and
there
ie ny pro
feasion or position where it ia more required than
in the
musical profession.
Being in possession of
the faculties enumerated,
brings us to the point whereall one
can seriously begin to

_ A HINT AND AN ADVIOE.
BY K. BRESLAUR—c, W. GRIMM,
Wire. disgust many teachers go to their pupils; un-

cheerfully they give a lesson, and uncheerfully the pupil
takes it.
Such a conduct can stever produce
reaults, I will disclose to you teachers a waygood
which you can turn every lesson into an hour by
pleasure to yourself aud your pupil. Make it point,oi
and Prepare yoursel! accordingly, always to tell the
pupil something new, something worth knowing. You
will have the satisfaction of having done’ some good,
and the pupil will enjoy the treat.
‘But what is necessary in order to be able to accom
plish all thia? You must learn continually ; always take
up new studies; never reat.
‘To reat is to rust;
ruet
produces notches, and s notched knife ia a cause of die.

gust to the housewife; just so a rusty and dull mind

Anakesa teacher diegustful. The pupil Gtding in bia
teacher an inexhaustible source of knowledge, becomes
inteyested, and it fills him with a mind and desire to
accomplish something. Being thus disposed, he ~will
do his duties and thereby arrive gradually at a higher
stage of perfection, In turn, the progress: he makes
will-have its effect upon the teacher ;the pleasure to
work which he eukindled in the pupil, beame-forth to
the teacher like ray of eunshine, enlivens and cheers
him up, and does not fet the pleasure in the blisaful
work pass away in him. Traly an incomparably beauti
fal reciprocal action.
:
Wronory Nawrp,—Tommie: ‘1 fink
awful funny
to say baby's cutting teeth, I fink it a heapit's truer
to say
her teeth are cuttin’ the baby.””
Later, when Tommie was taking music lessons, be-was

aa curious to know why they called a well known character a natural, and spoke of tones and half tones, runs,
key, eto.

BREITK&OP
HABTELE,.
Masic aud Masical lastraments,
39 East 19th Street, New York
ELEMENTARY SCALE AND CHORD STUDI
ES
ror TH

VIOLIN.
By @. DANNREUTHER, 43 Pages. 4to. $2,
Wapocially

THE
ETHIOAL

ETUDR..
OULTURE

AND MUSIO

BY HENRY GRANGER HANOHETT, m, D.

Wnuew musicis up for discussion.
it asserted that this art is an upliftihow often do we hear
ng, ennoblivg inflaence with which

one cannot be brought in contac
t without being thereby made the better
;
agency for the regenefation of the that it is the greatest
world;
that
it
is the
hand-maid of religion ;that its ee
church does more good than the in the services of the
sermon
s;
and
‘moch
more of the same character expres
sed by the aid of

many superlatives,
Thave not yet been able establish any peycho
lngical
relations between music asto such,
and moruls, I kere
designed for the use of young students, ona- found {some of the purest
and’ best souls devote
bling thein to gain a olear and accurate knowl.
attached
to
the art and never an happy.as when under dly
edge of al! the major and minor scales, keys,
its
‘influencé; and T have
found also acknowledged artiste
and chords, It may bo used in co:
of the highest qualifications
, whose love for music nna
Junction with any method.
accomplishments in its production
is
and performance de.
served the strongest encomiuma, but
tone, degreded standards, unrestrainedwhore low moral
Breitkopf & Hartel’s VIOLINS,
appetites, and
vicious tendencies made it imposs
ible to
that
”*
(Mado in our New York workshops mmmic had done anything mote than refine believe
manner
ond
modify
the course of their indulgences the
by Horm, Glseael.)
withou
t in
the least affecting either their
The Highest Grade Violins

in the market. $100, $150.

‘

on the Janko Keyboard.

Students’ Violins,
$5 to $25. Style 231, Maggini Model, strong,
sonorous tone. Teacher's price $10.
r

School of Modern Piano Virtuosity.
By ROSENTHAL

& SCHYTTE.*

Complete, $5.00

3 Books, $2 each,
Technical Btudies for the highest degree
of development,

Sf

a

in. comparatively little time, while other ambitio
us but
misguided mortals
devote
hours thet could
be more wisely expended. toI practice
know how hard it ie for a
piano teacher, for example, to takea
and let bine
play badly if only he learns understpupil
and and love the
music, instead of making himto play
it
well
at
the reekor
having
him learn to hate it; because some rival
teacher
or critic will be sure

say that thia pupil cannot play 9
scale decently, knows tonothing
of tecbniqne, and ‘ought
to

have come to me for lessons.” Nevertb
elesa, it would
have done the cause of good music
an incalculable service
if at least one-half of all the persons
who bave been

taught by the musical profession had been taught
to see
the beauty and meaning of masic

value and power, at the sacrifice of and the source of ata
all the attempis made
to teach them to play

or sing. It would not have resulted
in leas good piano playing
, butin much more than we have
at present; for when tho
pupilshad acquired through
our teaching that which a musical
atmosphere gives t
joung before they reach the teache
r—I mean the
(ove for music—they would then have themrel
to learn to lay well, and would have taken theves desired
steps through appreciation of their necessity necessary
and ander,
standing of their object, which
now
and reluctantly because their parents they take listlesaly

insist upon it,

Dature
How could it? Music appeals to the or their motives,
musical facultieg,
to tune and time, to constr
uctive

and ideality. You
can't make a silk purse out of a ness
sow'sear. If you wish
to appeal to veneration, benevolence,
firmness, hope,
By WINKLER & KEELER, 50 ots, self-esteem, you must
themes and motives relating to these faculsies; choose
Gives in a comprehensive, concise form, Soalos
and
itis
neithe
r
exalling masic
and
to assert that it is such
Chords

Theory of the New Keyboard,
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LI82T AND

MENDELSSOHN.

RY A. STRELEZKI,

a theme or degrading to say it ia
not—the former is simply attempting
to take the art out
of its sphere,
and the

latter is recognizing the eternal
fitness of things and sticki
ng to the truth. And the man
has trath aqvarely on his side ig
in the
Strongest position. Nothing but the grace always
of God in bie
heart ever made man better. Other
proved bis manners or increased things may have im.
hia knowledge or
heightened hie polish or
ed his fame; but grace,
and grace only, is able to extend
make him morally better,
But whether music is a means of grace or not there is
no
possible
who

doubt. that the study
Mark! Teay “may be,” not ‘is,’? of music

may

be.

For it seems to me that while we have a vast
amount
of study of

matteristhat T once played his concertoinG minor
ftom
the manuscript, and as [found
several of the passages
rather simple and not broad enough
,
if
I
may
use
term, Tchanged them to suit my own ideas. This, the
of
course, annoyed Mendelssohn,
who, unlike Schamana
or Chopin, would never take

one.

Moreover, Mendel

a hint or ‘advice from any-

asohn,
although 4 refined
was not a virtuoro. neverwho,
singing and of mnsical instruments, we have Pianist,
could
itiona with any kind of effect, his technicplay my compovery little true study of music. I find
skill being
the
evidenc
supportin the slight interest manifested by the peoplee to inadequate to the execution of intricate alpaseage
in the only course open to him, he thought, was s. So
American Mandolins,
general in the art ag such, and
to vilify
in the low standards
me asa musician, And, of course, whatev
tolerated in the music of the church
er MendeleTHE SPRING LAKE, No. 102, Walnut,
Amerioan Tt seems to me that if only a small and of the theatre. fobn did, Leipzig did aleo. However, I was, once, more
part of the energy than fally revenged on him.
Machines. Prof. Price $7.50.
tbat bag been put into the study of the
piano had been
‘*T well remember meeting him at dinner at
devoted to a systematic study
the Comof
musi¢
as an art. an terse de P——'s, in
Paris, He had been unusually witty
expression of the beaatiful, there would
Melodic Studies of Medium Difficulty.
been logy. and vivacious at dinner, so that
4g0 & great number of persons acquainhave
after dessert the Comtesss
ted
with
the
asked
him
if
he
would not favor us with one of big last
grounds of judging s composition and
By HERMAN MOHR, Op. 66,
distinguishing tbe meritorious from the the means of Lieder, or, in fact, anything be chose to select. He
worthless.
most graciously condescended to sit down at the piano,
When pupils have been sent to ua to
3 Books, 60 cts. each,
learn music we and, to my setonishment,
® Studios of much value. “ Musikzeitung.”
have insiated instead upon
instead of treating to one of
g them how to play or his own
compositions, he commenced my usRhapsod
sing. We have endeavoredteachin
to train
ie,
form their tones; we have had them their muscles or No, 4, which he played so abominably badly aa veeerdg
American Guitars.
through 9 both the execution and the sentimen
masé of technique, études, vocalises, and labor
t
that
most
of
the
exercises; have guest, who bad heard it played by mveelf
No. 74, Mahogany, $10. No. 26, Rosewood, "pat pieces before them requiring weeks
previous
work upon Occasions, burst out laughing. Mendelssohn,on however
mechanism alone, and have expended our of
,
criticiem upon got quite angry at their mirth, and improvi
$12.50. Our.own make.
their faults of execution, toach,
sing a finale
expression. Tf a after the 80th
har
or’
go,
concert has come under review, and
dashed
into
his
Capriccio
in
F
have pointed out sharp minor, No. 6, which he played through
through tho press and in lessons we
with elesuch a difficulty gance and a certain amount of Tespect.
Musical Penmanship.
was mastered and how this artiat’s how
At
the
conakill compared with clusion we all applanded bim, and
that, or where such a method showed superior
then, when he begged
By E. BRESLAUR-GANS, 78 ots. when
Even me to play somethi
new and striking, as he somewha
we have been asked to teach harmony ity,
Edition of the New England Conservatory of
and compo- viciously referred ng
to my compositions, I determined tI
Musto,
sition
we
have set our pupils to spelling chords
Boston. Practical exercises for musio writing.
and
would
have some revenge and fun at his expense, So I
stringing together examples in musical ayntax.
I belfeve that good music bis a higher ethical value seated myself at the piano, and announced that I would
perform the Capriccio, Op. 5, Mendelssohn, arranged for
Artists’ Violins,
than poor, and that the person who can distingu
the concert performance by myself.
work of a musician in the composition of a goodishhymn
“In @ second the gueste had comprehended that I
$20 to $100.
tune, from the jingle of a ditty set to religion
s rubbish intended being revenged on Mendeles
Made aftor the best models of the old masters,
bya
musical preteuder, is betier educated in the art, and my
oha for butchering
‘They
poor Rhapsodie, although I suppose
Possess the sympathetic, sonorous tone of
in so fara better man, than is he who can play either
many thought
its rather hazardous attempt to play a difficult compotune at sight, prestissimo, so as to
the originals.
astonish the by- sition in a new garb
or arrangement on the Spur of the
standers, but without knowing or caring what he is about,
It is impossible to teach music, to educate the people moment, especially with the composer sitting whhin two
yards of the keyboard, However, I did what I had
Jadassohn, Manual of Harmony,
to become discriminating critics and interest
to make them lovers and supportersof art. ed listeners, announced to do, and at the conclusion, Mendelssohn,
Translated by PAUL TOREK and H. 8,
Itis
possible
instead of bursting out with indignation and rage at my
PASMORE. to cultivate taste, observation, and jadgment in music, impudenc
e and liberty, took my right-hand in bis, and
258 Pages. | Cloth, $2.50,
and by means of it in other things, and it worth doing
Prof,
turned it over, backward and forward, and
and will advance the intellectual and the iaartistic
bent the
worth
Price $1.50,
Sngere
this
way and that, finally remarking laughingly
of the individuals eo taught. Iam not
,
an apostle of ‘asl had beaten bim on the keyboard,
mediocrity in any sense.
bh
jonght
his
I~believe
now and then only way for vindicati
Perrona appear who have gifts and that
was to challenge me to box,
» Imported Mandolins,
talents waking it bat that now, since he on
had examined my handshewould
evident that they should be trained to thé
highest achiev- have to abandon that decision!
THE JUNIATA. Clear and sweat tone.
ments of virtuosity, just aa I
No,
that an occasional over smoothly, and what might’ So everything passed
Maple and Rosewood, Prof. Price $10, 25, church spire is a commendable believe
have been a very anfeature of city architec- pleasant meeting turned
ture. Bat health is proportionate
out @ most enjoyable contreactivity of all the temps. However, Mendelss
bodily
ohn
forgave,
powers
but he never
and
fanctions;
Please Write for Catalogues of
healih, or sanity, Forgot!”
Sheet Masic, Music is the proportionate activity of mental
2
:
the faculties of the
Books, and Instruments.
mind, and ho who devotes many all
working hours daily for
Fears to the acquirement of technic
al
profici
ency
on
—Don't talk about the mistakes, but
keyboard of a piano cannot devote proportionate time tha
shape circumto stances that all events may be used: for sogood.
the remaining faculties of body or mind.
is
BREITKOPF & HARTEL,
h can be utilized in everythingThere
spires are apt to contain in darknegs much Our church something
which
anid rub- happens to us\,
The bee finds honey in every flower—
dish. As a rule, those who are adapted dast
for
techreed
NEW YORK.
more
l
in
some
than
in othera, to be sure, but none are
Proficienoy are so gifted that great skill comes
to them without sweetness,—F. H. Tubbs.
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NEW YORK,

OONOERNING TONE-OOLOR IN PIANO
PLAYING,

LONDON.

The following isa selection of our recent and
success~
ful Ballads, Songs, etc., etc.:—

The Holy City. Srernex Apa:

Adien, Marie!

“Srepuzn Apaus

Easter Eve.

Pi

Cx. Govyon..
Seocur

Queen of My Days, |Eutex Waicar.

City Beautifal. P. Rovwer.

Pilgrim of Nazareth.
Now or Never.

P. Ropwey.

J. L. Roxcagn..

No for an Answer.

Eventide of Rest.

J. L. Roxcxet,
Micron Weiuinas.

NEW EDUCATIONAL WORK.

and teacher, and it would

.

be well, therefore, to

Tone-quali-

ty, then, depends, when the piano ia one scientif
ically
built by a first-class maker, on the “touch” of
the: 2
player.

Let any one strike the key of a first-class piano
violently with the end of his stiff finger,
with the wriat

and arm rigid; then let him produce the most powerful
tone possible by means of the‘ up-arm”” pressure. The
reeult will satisfy him of the difference in tone-qua
lity
produced in the one case and in the other. ‘he moral

of which is, that tone-colo

r. is produced by touch; that
The quality (tone%olor) of tone produced by a
with a looge, flexible hand, wrist, and’arm, there
strig depends, like Wbue-quality everywhere, onpiano
an almost infinite number of gradations of touch,maybothbe
the
relative prominenceof certain overtones. It is known of preagure and of modified
blows; and that
of
that the tone produced by such astring is never simple,
them need produce a harsh tone, while, within none
certain
but ia a complex tone, made up of the fundamen
tal tone limits, there may be a very considerable variety of toneof the string, combined with the fainter tones
produced quality. The subject of touch, therefore, is shown to be
by the vibration of the simple’ fractions of the string: of fundamental and transcen
dent importance; while the
1d 4 bb 4 dete. The quality or “color’ of the choice of a piano ia no
less so.
tone depends on which of these “overtones” or “upper

C. V. Stayronp

Wisdom and Love. A.L...
Knigh?s Leap, F. Cosserr.

The subject is of interest to every

consider it here.

Hore Texpus
A. 8. Garry.

Love Me or Not.

Tune has recently been a sort of joint discussi
on in
Music, of the question whether the touch
of a pianist

of the damper pedal.

The Carnival. J. L. Motzoy
Love Comes to All. J. L. Motior
Rose of Kenmare.
Frxn. Bevan.

Old Navy.

BY J. ©. FILLMORE,

duced, and also how far this could be affected
by thie use

Queen of allthe Roses. }rtors car

Ae Fond Kiss.

tone by the admixture of high, dissonant overtone:
whereas a more gradual blow, approximating @ push,

will never evoke these dissonant elements.

could affect the quality (8olor or timbre)
of the tone pro-

Never a Rose. F. A. Cowen.
Listen to the Children. F. A. Cowen ...
Auf Wiedersehn,

Love’s Nocturne.

ETUDE.

s’ are most prominent.
the conditions which determine
BEERS
of these
partial

Let us inquire what are

the relative prominence

overtonea which help to make up the complex

THOROUGHNESS,

the control of the pianist,
1, Tone quality depends, for one thing, on the place
where

BY THALEON RLAKE,

PEP

tone, and aleo whether any of these conditions are
under
the hammer

strikes

the string.

Wherever

the

hammer strikes, the string “bulges,” of
course; ¢ hey
the impact of the hammer tends to produce
the greatest

amplitude of vibration at that particular Point,

and to
Now being used by the Leading Masters In break up or weaken all the partial tones made by divisions of the string which have their “nodea"
America, Aiso at Royal Academy, Royal
at or near
the point where the hammer trikes. For example, if
College, etc., London, England.
the hammer were to atrike the string exactly in the middle,
it would break up or greatly weaken both the oc+ 60 SOLFEGGI. +

Iw this age of hurry and rush, the babit of being

always thorough is'a most valuable possession, which the
laggards say is 80 seldom acquired for want of time.
Tt is a leudable-and wise ambition to learn something

of everything, aa far ae practicable, aside from some
one

study well known, but he who knows something
everything without being well up in some one thing,of
will eventually find out be knows nothing of value.
He might be called a jack-of-alllearning and master
taves and the double octaves of the fundamental;
of none. A smattering of everything ia a hindrance to
By F. P. TOSTI.
cause they both are produced by divisions which forcebe-a concentration,
which alone counts for much at this day.
“node”
at
exactly the middle point of the string, Such advances are continually being
IN TWO BOOKS. PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH
BOOK,
in science
(Buch
half
of
the
string producer the octave of the and art that it is all the average manmade
Those Solteggi have been written by Signor Tosti
can do to keep
middie reg- whole string and each fourth of
ister of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable forfor the
it produces the second track of any one branch, much leas to fathom the doings
all
voices.
They will be found most usefui studies, and so melodious In charac- or double octave.) If the hammer strikes
the string ab of all, Hence it is that a thorough studentin the least
er as to be practically songs without words.
‘a point one-third of its length, it will break
up the fifth branch haa plenty of opportunities to display and use
and the twelfih above the octave, and so on.
Now all hia acquirementa for his own welfare aud the advancethe
overton
es
produce
d
by
fraction
s of a string,
JUST PUBLISHED,
ment of his chosen profession. There is an ever-int
one-eighth, are consonant, except those produced byup tho
creasing market for the wares of thorough men, and it
sevenths
,
Boyond
the
eighth,
a
majority
is
an easy thing to command attention’ sadzespect by
of the overALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS.
tones are dissonant, but very faint, It ie common
, there- being thorough, knowing aud doing ‘one thing well,
(ENaLISH AND GERMAN Woros)
fore
for,thebest piano makers ao to arrange the “scale”? Life is too ebort to do,much'more
than this, and indeed
By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL,
that each hammer strikes at a
Songs are corfuidered to be the finest work ever produced by length of the string from its point one-seventh of the it ia enough.
point
of
support.
An
ideal
worthy
This
of
striving after is in being thorough
this Eminent Composer.
breaks
up the seventh overtone, the most promivent
of in one profession and knowing enough of the other imPapor Cover, $1.50. Cloth, $2.00.
the dissonant overtones, leaving the overtone
portant
ones
s
to
appreciate
which
‘ie,
the laborers in them, and to
fr a
make up the mejor chord undisturbed, This, of course, keep clear of narrowness, which
invariably comes from
ig
not
st
all
under
the control of the pianist, but
GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS.
the total exclusion of all else save one chosen study,
termined for him by the maker of his instrument. is de2. Another point which determines the number and
CANTATA FOR CHILDERN,
‘
relative prominence of the overtones is the weight and
“THE SWEETEST SONG,”
THE MUSIOAL RENASOENOE,
tension of the string. A large, heavy string will not so
By J, L. ROECKEL. readily be thrown into small fractional vibrations aa a
BY KE LAYTON,
LATEST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION. small, thin one. Something depends, also, on its length
snd tension. Other things being equal, a long string
will
divide
into
more
and smaller fractions than a short
SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS.
Wno can doubt the opalescent rose of music—heavenone, and soon. This, also, ia obviously not under the kissed—ia a-tinge
with the moruing rays of the renas
A coltectiohofSolos for all volces. trom standard yorke. All
of
the
control
pianist.
In
orlgcence? What better proof than the prominence given
inal keys, with original accompaniments.
3.
A
third
considerati
on
which
determines
the relative in our high-grade literary publications to thoughtfal dis
°
prominence of the overtonea is the size, shape, and
cussions of art and artists? The very literary atmosWrite for our Catalogues,
Free on Application, hardness or gpftaess of the hammet. A very soft, phere is surcharged with the electric vivifying art idea,
broad hammer will divide the string into fewer.4mall
fractions then a bard hammer with a sharp edge, the and it represents a condition of affairs alike creditable
SOLE AGENTS FoR
force of the blow being equal. A very soft, broad hhm- to publisher ahd reader. Like the doughty color artist
of early Florence, our artists of the mnsical renascence
ENOCH & SONS, London,
mer will, generally speaking, produce none of the high wield
a trenchant and disceraing pen, and upon occadiasonant overtones due to the vibration of the string
in sion can trace a rhetorical pastorale in strokes graceful
PATTERSON & SONS, Edinbargh,
fractions beyond one eighth; while a small, narrow,
hard hammer will evoke # great many of them. The and sweet, or, with quill a-dance with humor fine they
;
JAMES BATH, London. shape
can sketch a scherzo at the expense of some premature
and texture of the hammer of course are deter- critic;
they can limn a soulful dirge chejrographic on
tmined by the piano maker, not by the pianist.
4. Bat there is one important factor in determining the demise of some loved art brother, or they can give a
fugal in its beauty ofliterary
the relative prominence of the overtones which is always learned dissertation—truly
under the control of the pianist, viz., the force and sud- form and logical sequence—on some knotty problem ot
the
to
honor
srt.
delightful
All
tone-artists whose
3
EAST
denness of the blow of the hammer. A sudden, violent
FOURTEENTH
sT.
blow of the hammer on the string will always set it spirits cau ascend to heights Parnassian, alike gracefully
on delicate resgnant staircase of ivory, or on zephyrMEW YORK CITY.
vibrating in small fractions, producing a harsh quality of wing
of rhetorical grace.

BOOSEY & CO,
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on it, make.any repairs necessary, and
then it is ready
He cai not do much

for sale again.”

for a worn action,

useless he can forete without
much trouble just how
long it will take it to llreach

old furniture shop, and
will make all the baste possibthe
to send it on.
The lowest price offered bylea deal
erinexchange for a
1Dixeount
Teachers.
to
piano by any maker will bé about twenty
dollarts If nce
worth that toa firm it ia worth
nathin
g.
Pianos by firstrate makers, even
and much used, will always
bring from one-thirdif tooldone-h
alf
their
origin
al value “1t
the same be nearly new they
will bring

pianos of reputable make are about two-thirds.
no burden when
‘They are
tion possible and find dignified put into the best condiquarters in the gecondhand warerooms of the
TEACHERS’
TECHNICON.
Such

taken in exchange,
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for a few

when called upon, gaspingly to flashes out a dance tune
be sure, bat not resent.
that once in the good old time
aristocratic and trained finger
s drew from it only the
classical
fully, forgetting the fact

tinkle of Mozart or Haydn or Duasek.
Rat Principally the
pian
haso
gone steadily down,
sold mea resold. antil little
way as new instruments, since they fll'a gap
it has
finally reached the junk
iu the °° the cellar.— New Vork
shop
case of intelligent musical people which:
Heral
d.
would
other,
wise remain vacant.
=

“4
pido™tcinnly purchaser will prefer a second hind

eo uantcue nen pianojudgesare notelnacn
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new piano, & good
boyd one is always salable within thocity limite. second:
z
When
howeve
is obliged
changeaa good offirm,
to takeandin exmediu
m orr, low
grade make—
* ohm P liancepiano
of firmein
matter
a of exchange8 hastocD overthe
}
fora,
“Bienoi
tty,
them no quarter
Soors. Pianos of Size
on their own
thia kind
sy cold to second4-heod
deslere, who, if8 they do not are
dispos
e‘ of then directly
at a profit, keep them
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EE,
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oeby
we$
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nerati

usually be found mn the
once genteel home, ona it will
sometimes ite little crack
Foice still speaks as awhere
piano,
but
more.often is shee ed
up
forever, the case
considered worth standing
room for the pileonlyof bein,
odds and ends which can be
placed upon it.
Sometimes it still stands revere
d in a
country
parlor and mingles sweet
ly yet with thechildrlittle
en’s ree,
inthe Sunday hymns,
[¢ even

thereby cleari

:

ea

HINTS ON TEAOHING.
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Tae point about care in the very first instruction
canwit
be
too
strongl
y
emphas
should expect his child to ized,
and«that
lay first
ood: every
folid. parcat
chen
*BOUld foundaexpe
tific
tion in techniVagal”
que. fst8good, solid, acien
Jf
thildr
en
were
brough
t
,
up
to
H
f
read
é
h
i
l
music
as they read
their primers, and
:
kept at the pianos
a daty, as
.
the gittle Germans were
a aspractic
ity, as
are, instead
for ent
of making
ne are88 done
they with
themselves
can, tional
beforere they
with
the
child,
we should have a very e on
musical standa
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d different
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Then
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practical
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system comes into general
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so
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times pathetic quarters.

value now corresponds
that of the willow patterIts
n plate when it may be un-to

a

a

‘

ith Gente dudes and Bach fugues. “As he ir
Here is something, however, which may be done with
ng all
the time, she uaturally canneh keep them allip studyi
§ piano of standard make
in
the
way
of
compl
e, ° 4
ete
reeo it is only a few of her latest attemptsia practic
newal. In the beginnthe
ing
main expense of the and
that she
ever

can play, while. the habit of playing without
mechaniral portion of » piano‘lies in the
her \
plate and note
consta
sounding board. When these
s
ntly makes her
a
indifferent reader,
of ally
superior makeand 5 thteb
workm
anship they are good are
she scarcely can manage very
practic
for
all
time.
anythi
commit
ng
not
ed:
recentl
y
After o thirty years’ u
¢

instrument

e, probably when the voice of the

almost gone, through the felt ofthe hamners being has
nearly worn
and the buehing of clots
in the action also worn, aaway,
comple
Keyboard can
be inserted and the piano be madetelyto new
again with
as much sweetness and strength as whoaspeak
first made. igi.

I think it should be considered a part of aliberal
education to know the

theory of music as thoroughly as any
°atio! branch of acience
and the history of it az well ao
gneient history, or the ,history
of art, even if one never
Practices enough to become a perfor
This ie really
the
least noticed of any of the departmer.
For a coat of one huadred and fiftydollars an made,
of mane
50me may think it enough merely ments
nally superior instrument, if a grand piano, can
to execute without
over new throug
be made knowing anythi
h thia new

ng about ity but it
action, and a compar
be reversed—
dam piano be restored to a thousand dollar valup.atively everybody should know, and shouldshould
on some in
But, strument as much ne is necessary to thatplayknowle
it should be repeated, this can only be done in the case
dge, and
hen the few should execnte in s toarenr an delight
of jan eminently mrs eed ile
such
Will not warrant it, A ten years’ leasecf life slases
plands an intelligent public.— Canadian
Musici
ia
the
an,
mos
accorded to theae poor pianos,

but sometimes after one
Years’ use they begin to refuse keepin
g in tune. the ac,
tion becomes sticky and there are
a host of other-digqualificationg before the middle octave
permanent disabitity. When they do s theshow signs af
piano has
grown ageless indeed
, and acience bas no remedy
for it,
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AVE MARIA (Rock\of Ages).
s because it was unscientifically constructed in the begin.
.
7
By W. H. H. SMITH.
— Mas. May Sitva sends Tae Erove
ning.
a
mme and
Houtun.
Bs
letter explanatory, of sian renlonathprogra
Av
S
The
superio
r
aumBrot
improv
eut
ementa
ie ae eto Tinyed
ai
in the upright are now
brceemeetTg
The programme was played by pupils, and eim
sol,not crowding out the equare Pens hose
Price (60 cents) by the publisher,
each
ba
guPeigh
t
Ten
to
progra
mme upon which was a few measures of the piece
fifteen years ago the Eqnarp iano
:

"~~~

IGN. FISCHER, Toledo, Ohio.
3

held a place between

that he

played, written by hand. Osrbach ro
the upright and grnud,
bit the upright bas advanced gramme orwadshea minatur
beyond it, and to-day na square
e photograph of Schumann.
pianos
are
being
turned
the
inside
was
found
the full programme of twelve nua:"On
out by good makers. Up toa few years ago
fair prices bers. On page three were
were

given for second-hand
twelve questions on the life
where to-day a firm aud works of Schumann. One
hesitates even at taking oneequares,
twelve aumbers.
in exchang
wea a biographical eseay about ofthe thecompose
Prizes
were given to the papil and to the member r.
of the inaudience suewering
The moat difficult piano to sell at second-hand from 5vited
the most questions, and, alao,
“booby
”!
prize
was
tbe private wareroom is the concert grand, because
given to both divisions of the
large size does uot make it suitable for private houses il >sudioncee
.
Soe
The programmes can be all printed
Some pianos ure like the persons who play on them— printer
the ordinar
y
berth fow meueures of music, andbythe
mach benefited by change ofr, and take on a new
re .
lease of life by removal from one half hot air register, pho'ographe, which can be bad at small ca Theminiatu
printe
baw
print
the stoff with his printer's rules Doubiless r
giher half open window
the audience mitt
cero aruch
apace of a rural parlor. current, to the well tompered music
ng the life an
of the composer heard under regardi
such cironmatances,
When they
do get on the market they are generally e.
purchased bythe
public schoole,
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of interpretation.

The work will be sent to.advance

Tas issue is delayed somewhat owing to the Simmer subscribers for only 26 cents cash with order, We hope
Music School taking up most of our time during the last that the book will be ready for Fall work,
month,
hapten
AN INOIDENT.
In this issue appéare a full-poge description of our
BY R. E, HENNING.
latest pieces, from 1463—1620, (exclusive of 1600—1599
which namberé are reserved for cabinet-organ pieces).
“A pleasant-looking yoiitig mechanic,
These pieces sre all good and what is said about them called one evening to ask me whether it woulda carpenter,
poesible
man of his age, 27, to learn to play thebecabinet
can be relied npon. In making your selections for next organ.for aAlmost
unconscio
usly
I
cast
my
eyes
over
his
seagon don't forget to consult this list, using numbers hands. He noticedthe look, and assured
me that he did
only in ordering.
not expect to execute dificult music, his ambition
being

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

‘Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents xword for one insertion,

payablo in odvance.

Copy must be ‘received by the 20th of the

Previous month to insure publication in the next
Dumber.

Me. WILLIAM H. SHERWOOD, the eminent
virtuoso, has for several years directed the piano

department of the Chicago Conservatory, adding there

constantly to his already great reputatio

n as a teacher b
the number and quality of the artist pupils
he has trained,
But whilogeeis peculiarly adapted for the
work of a
teacher andtemarkably successful in that field
(a field,
by the way. which he has not the slightest intention
abandoning) be is no lo~s, but if possible, even more suc-of
ee
to
play
some
simple
tunes
only. I told him in that case cessful as @ concert performer. In fact he regards
*
*
the
I would try and do all I could for him.
He was vory concert room as his peculiar domain, and
We are getting out a new work for beginners, by M. enthusiast
in it he cells to.
ic
made astonishing progress, spending
all his aid his gifts as an
L. Brown, entitled ‘ First Studies in Reading, Rhythm, his evenings, and
as he told me, at his instragent. It was plain jn words to hisanalyzer and teacher, often making
audiences the’works on his proand Expression.”” It is a musical instructive work that not very long before he could play all his favorite tunes grammes that are of special
acceptably, which made him feel so very happy magnificent both in execution significance. His pianiem,
will interest the average beginner who has had some quite
interpretation, is too
that his gratitude knew no boanda.
°
well known to require commentandhere,
instruction in the rudiments. It contains 32 pages of “One evening I wae returning from
but it may be re.
a somewhat ex- marked that having been written down
pleasing graded work which every teacher will be tended walk through the
suburbs rather late. Tho eminent European critics as of the same some time ago by
quality ae that of
delighted to use. The author is one of New York's lamps wero lighted in most houses, and, having the bad Rubinstein it has been received with constantl
y increashabit of peering over people's fences, from an irrepress- ing favor by the press and
most
ompetent and active teachers of the widest expublic
For the
curiosity to see something
of the life of the inmates, coming season Mr. Sherwood bas of America,
periene:, especially in tesching beginners. The work ible
decided
to’énlar
my attention was arrested by a singularly attractive
ge the
Proportion of his time given to study and public performwill be sent for 25 cents if sent in advance of publication, picture of domestic happiness.
ances,
and
to
that
end
has
placed
his
concert
“It
and
was
a
neat
little cottage, new and tastefully built,
The plates are all engraved and proof sentto the authos,
recital business in the bands of Mr. C. B. Way, Manager,
with a well-kept little flower garden in front, and a cozy- who
who is now in London, England. It will be ready for looking
may
be
addressed
at
No.
403
Chamber
of
Com:
porch
covered with creeping vines, merce Building, Chicago, Ill., for terma
Fall teaching. All who wish to avail themselves of the Through the halfalmést
and dares.
opened
I could sec a stalwart
special offer have no time to lose. See advertisementof young man seated before a blinds
little organ,
a famil- G*. P. BENT CONTINUES TO MAKE GREAT
jar piece, aud singing a sonorous bass ioplaying
work in another part of this Journal.
records
with the '"Crown”’ piano, Not satisfied
a very aweet,
mellow soprano voice, whose owner stood beside him with the wonderful record of these
instrum+nts at the
with one hand resting upon his shoulder, In the middle
World's Fair, where 51‘ Crown”? pianos were chosen
we
+ at
of the room, seated upon the carpet, a rosy-cheeked little bythe official commissioners Tor
use
the State and
‘Tue work “‘ Celebrated Pianists of the Past and Pres- baby waa playing with a white kitten with a
oreign Buildings during the Fair, andin which
blue ribbon
were so
ent,” by H. Ebrlich, oF which a full notice appeared ia around its neck.—Ob, you
highly endorsed by eminent musicians
rogue! I thought,
throughou
t the
~
last issue, is one no subscriber to Tax Ervpe can afford lessly stole away, that, then, was the cause ofas allI noisecountry,
be is still pushing to the fore, and is making
your
a
industry and bard work with your clumsy fingers, and record during this dull season of running his
to miss. The special offer will continue in force until you
factory
never
told
me!
you are well paid, and Igladly full time and creating ademand for these inatramente,on
it appears. Seventy-five cents will procure tbe work forgive you, for you But
are happy!””
There is no piano in the market
which is more
when published if subscribed for now with cash
honestly made and with which moretoday
in~
care ia taken see
advance of publication. We took occasion to present
that each instrament leaves the factory perfect in to
every
detail. They are the highest
this special offer to the students of the Summer Music
of high grade
TESTIMONIALS.
piano manufacture, and have atonetype
which
is
rich
School, at which time the original German copy was
and
mellow and a touch which is superb. The aim of this
shown and explained; as a result nearly every student
I wish to say of Mr. Howard's ‘ Practical Harmony” house is to build the best,
piano
possible
and
eell
it
at
“ot the school subscribed for it. It is a new and beauti- that it is well arranged, l6gical, and sufficiently detailed living profit. Tis therefore the piano for the dealer anda
to be of value even to students who
the piano for the artist.

ful work of about 180 portraits and sketches of the lives

of celebrated pianists. Suitable for presente
asitwill
be handsomely bound, The price of the German copy

is $3.60; from this may be seen what a bargain it is to

get it for 75 cents with the addition of American Pianists.

ele
a Pats

work alone.
the spirit of the careful teacher and it should induceIt bas
the
habit of careful

thought.
Tuomas TaPfer,
hos been engaged
Your ‘‘ Romantic Studies” (Wilson G. Smith)
op. 67 a piano teacher at the Broad Street. Conservatory of
please me very much, especially the ‘ Gavotte Pastor.
Godoweky ia. pupil of Saintale.” You seem to havea epecial talent for writing §Saéos, and is an artist Mr.
of wonderful capacity. He has
Gavottes.
I know three of them and they are all origi- also composed upward of a hundted
works that have

pal,

Grave IX of ''
Mathews’ Standard Studies for Piano”

Faxwix Broomrigiy Zeisien,

I bave just received my June number of Tux Erope
and find it as uenal, full of good ideas,
Those ofuawho
“A Study in Thirds," Tendo Seirs; “The Nightin- are remote from musical
centers find it an inestima
ble
assistanc
e
in
gale," Liszt ;Two studies from Clementi's * Gradus
our
teaching.
I
circulate
my copies treely
;” among.my pupils,
who do much more satisfac
Three stadies by Henselt; Chord
tory work.
is almost ready for press, it will contain the followin
g—

Study by Hans Seelever before. I hope
ing; Saint Saeos-Bach Gavotte in B Minor—Fugue in than
during the summer vacation.

to send some subscriptiona
Hattie M. Waren.

received high praise from European and American critica,

He will give a number of recitala during the concert

season.

‘:

LADY OF SEVERAL
mony

YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

desires a position as Teacher of Piano and Harin some school of music or hoarding school,

Can give references.

Address B. J , Etude Office.

NV ANTED—BY A YOUNG LADY.A POSITION
ag Teacher
Piano Music. Diploma—teatiTn all 30 pages of material for advanced stady that could sell,“The Embellishments of Music,’? by Louis Arthur Rusis ag excellent and # long'needed manual; alike moniale—experience.of Address
uot very well becollected. The piece by Henselt in this valuable
to both the earnest student and conscientious Fillmore Street, Petersburg, Virginia.Mis Lity 0. Donnan,
issue, “ Romance, with Choral Refrain,” is taken
Harner L. Becrwirn.
from teacher.
EACH WILL BUY TWO TEACHERS’ TECH
this collection. This month will most likely
close the
“The Embellishments of Music,” by L.
Address B. x
A. Russell, $§! nicons as good ar new.
special offer for this Grade, and all who desire to
hos
jast
come
avail
to hand. I find that it is a clear,
Conservatory
of Music, Detroit, Michigan. 7, Detroit
com.
themeelves of our offer of 26 ceuta
ete, much needed
C Minor of Bach.

No. 1 of Kreisleriana of Schumann.

send in ordere this month.

a copy postpaid must

ae
arate

and useful work
e price.
Tris exactly what Mr. Russell aays itatis,a moderat
“A hand-bo

for the professional musician, the student, and the ok
ama-

teur.””

Every one will be pleased with it I am sure.

B. A. Roxane
Evsetiisnwents, by L, A. Russell, which has been
Received Russell's “‘ Embellishments of Music’ last
recently issued aud over 700 copies sent out as advance
week.
I
had
been
looking
forward with great expecta:
ordera, has been received by the profession in the tions for its
appearanc
knowing the character of your
warmest manner.
It ie clear, systematic, and useful. publications, Iam note, disappoin
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Tt cleare up all the misty and confused points about tion in expressing the opinion that the Ihave
book will, aa it
ornamentation.
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printed authority by the better class of teachera
and such a trill, mordant, ancient sign, etc.) is executed. students.
It is very carefully edited. The Englishand
is
There is nothing in the whole range of musical orna- clear and easily
understood; it is conservative, and
withal,
mentation but what receives
progressiv
e, The various topics are systomut;
satisfactory treatment in
this work. We advise all who have not a copy to get cally arranged, with heavy type headings which cannot
fail to enlist the

one for reference.

Tuk yolame of ‘Selected Studies of Concone,” by
C. B. Cady, id in the hands of the engraver. Of all piano
studies none equal Concone for melodic flow, and all
within range of pupils of third or fourth grade ona scale
of tex. This volume contains nearly 50 pages of the
loveliest study pieces, with copious notés and exact words

earnest student's attention

at once,
References to other writers are made in an affable

and
courteous manner,
All in all, the work adde much to
the musical literature of our day, and I am
very glad of

A FINE OPENING FOR A VOICE TEACHER.
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IN A LIVE

SOUTHERN

CITY

first-clase teacher of the voice.

the right man.

Address A, care of Taro. Presser.

M88 BABY I BURNFAM'S MUSIC SCHOUL'
reopens October 16th. Piano, Orgaa, Harmony,
Musical Dictation, ‘Analysis, Teaching Lessons,
For particulars, addresa Miss Many H. Borsaam, ete.
106

East 74th Street, New York City.
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907 NORTH BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA,
FOUNDED 1877,

PIANO

WM. A. POND & 00., 25 Union S quare,

; Philadelphia
Conservatory of Music
_

INCORPORATED 1984

The Conservatory enjoys a reputation
for furnishing a

7

COMPLETE - MUSICAL + EDUCATION.
Thorough Instrnotion in every Department
None but the best Instructors employed.
Every branch of Music taught by thirty Instruotors.
Unparalleled Free Advantages.
Beginners as well as Advanoed Scholars may enter the
Conservatory.
Private and Class Instruotion.~
10 Free Scholarships for Students, talent of note.
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We
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ex:

CO., 165 Trem ont Street, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA AGENTS:

©. J, HEPPE & SONS, 1117 Chestnut Street.

MUSICAL MOSAICS. Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood,
By W. F. GATES.

PRIOn

-

=

81.6560

The very best
on musical topics, chosen
from the highest ranksayings
of
eed:
170 AUTHORS IN 600 QUOTATIONS.
Every teacher—every student—should own Musloal

Mosalos,
cating.

Instructive, practical, interesting
and fasci-

Es 0 prosentetion volume it cannot be excelled

" AMUSING AND INSTRUCTIVE. +

MUSICAL AUTHORS.

:

DIRECTOR OF THE PIANO DEPARTMENT
OF THE
CHICAGO CONSERVATORY;
announces with mach pleasure that he has so arranged

his engagements for instruction as to admit of his ac.

cepting an increased number of

Concerts and Recitals
during the season of 1894-6.

38-CTS.,

POSTPAID.

The game, which consists of 48cards, can be pla; red

é

Address for terms and dates,

"0. B. WAY,

Manager,

403 Chamber of Commerce,

4 GAME FOR EVERY MUSIC STUDENT.
PRICE

CHICAGO, ILL.
NEAT

AND

SUBSTANTIAL

¢MUSIOC +: FOLIOS.+

(BTH SEASON BEGINS ON MONDAY; SEPTEMBER 3, 1894. any numberofplayers. ‘The object of the game w by
OUR OWN
MAKE,
impresa on the mind of the playera the important eventsto
Price $1.00, $9.00 per doson, by Express,
Please send or write for Mlustrated Catalogue, For furthor informa | in the lives of48composers and musician.
‘This foliotswithout spring beck orornamental work, It isa simple
tom, apply to
{ Address Publisher,
‘ollo incloth, withthree etrings totietheopen nda.
R. C. SCHIRMER, Director.
THEODORE PRESSER, 1708 Chestaut St, Philada, Pa
Adres
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0 THOSE WHO CONTEMPLATE PURCHASING
A PIANO, wo address | updertake a tour of thépiano
this short
paper, which
a tew practical tacts on the
warerooma, Your first discovery is that you can make
To begin with, it is contains
O antelligent comparison of differen
always
e to buy the very beatsubject.
t makes of pianos, because, except at an exposithat ote
canpay for. This applies equally advisabl
never ge@all the better makes,t
to personeoffustidious inusicalPiano
ogether, and becange to unpracticed ears inoat
tastes, to thote tion, you
i
ery
isa growth, and the cheap piano which satiaties the
Taste ifmusic
purchuser to-day, will show share Panty with a Babel
copeeelly morrow in the clearer light
of sound,
especially essential to the student because of increased knowledge. ‘A avod Piano is| For instance: *'X"’ js accused and your mind confused by contradictory statements.
by ¥" of chargin
it
is
a
moat
important factor in his musical ‘This, in
education.
turn, is refuted by **Z," who exposes the g overmuch for his great name,
fallacies of Y's"? pretensions, but
The successful purchase of a piano requires precisel
forthwith advances hia own cl:
y the same outlay of common |! Z’” are equally in
Meanwhile, both *
sense that is expended on the purchase
error,
because
of ®0y other commercial ariicie.
the
instrum
ents
of each, as they well know,Y?"are andat
There
ig no| that very moment
mystery surrounding a piano; its every artistic excellence
sold throughout the country,
is capable of simple analysis |instrum
and expl:
ents
of
i
duly patented and|dealer.
embodied by expert and
On the contrary, he represeais them as
e costly labor. ‘There is a ruction,
glamour sometimes inven, nrerity
being thoroughly distinct in grade,
tionally thrown around’thetherefor
subject
by
price. At the end of your investig
interest
ed
parties,
Asa
courequ
ation you will appreciate
ence, our own paradoxcoat,thatandin selling
salesmen are to-day less occupiedinpraising our own
the
realizing that you know nothing
of
themselves), than in removing the erroneous impress instruments (Which speak for | know that you need
to obtain intelligent guidance, pianos you know a great deal,—
ions
madé
upon
the
purchas
er by
the salesmen of cheaper wares. For instance, 11 is
At
this
point
permit
us
to
suggest
10 you the exercise of your usual discretion.x
you overpay for a Steinway piano because of its great often severed by the latter that| Go to the house’ whose piano has
fucile princeps for 60 many yeurs. If ite
of venders of all cheap wares ;but iu dealing with name. This ie the ancient cry |instraments are within the reach of vanked
your
has some knowledge of the goods, and perceives themost other aruicles the purchaser |to how to proceed further. Discretion willparse, boy one; if not, request guidance a8
falsity
justify you the time, ard experience will
of
the
Srgumen
t while a justify you a thousan
layman can have no knowledge of what it costs to
later on, ‘The purebase of a atSteinwa
y ia alwaya an excellent,
neither the work required, nor the cost of expert labor. make a fine Piano. He knows |investment, because,dfold
after
many
years
of
usc,
thees pianos still retain an unappro
Hence,
he'turg
e
a
willing esr| able commercial value, aud, musically 5
to. any plen for lees expenditure, Uuconsc.ously, he
acheaking,
wiehes to be convinced, unt the
their
original
Wish is the father tothe thought.
ss of tone.
They
bave
not
lusied well, but they have beon » solece while‘freshne
t itself is entirely untrue and puerile. /have more than only
Xou do not pay for Any man's name,Thebut argumen
they lasted; they
pleased.
they
have
eauufied
for
.
the
sterling
Competition, —that balance wheel of trade, —relugates article which bears tay name.|
manufacture of the S:einway. Piano ie not upon conventi
each piano manufacturer to hip | GertainTheideal
proper position in the
tone incorporated for all time in the woot aud steel onal lines; it is a
and provente any house from obtainin
g
high
which its goods arenot trade,
prices
with
|
Ie
eae
sincerel
commensurate. You pay uo one for a name,
y true art ag the printiog of the great masters, bul weof the instrument,
have this advan
The house of Steinway & Sons is nearly a half century
tage’: The painter cannot work
by
old, uod among our innu- /duce
merable patrons are some of the shrewde
our
chefs
d’ eure indefinitely. proxy, whereas we, through our factory, can reproThéy
Dougnt Steinway pianos not once only, stbutbusiness men of the country, |
have|.
Regardi
ng
the
tone,
touch,
and durability of our pianos,
again and again, for their children and | testimon
cite from innumerable
grandchildren, as one generation baa succeeded
iale the opinion
ofa few great artis's and acousticians,we whose
another, nnd teemed. then cheaper] in the world
than inferior pianos at smaller prices, Experiment
assured position
a trifle on your own account; 'authority, of musie and acience entitles them to speak with undoubt
: ed sincerity and

QUALITIES WHICH ARTISTS FIND
IN THE STEINWAY PIANO.
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First Studies in Reading,

“EASY METHOD
FOR

Rhythm, and Expression

BY CALVIN B. CADy,
‘The Studies are somewhat ensier than
Heller's, and
similar in atyle.
:

Graded Course of “Pianoforte Studies,
GRADE

[X and

x.

BY W. S. B, MATHEWS,

‘This Gourse is giving the greatest satisfaction
to all
who are using it.
We will send these three works, when Issued,
postage paid, to anyone who will send
seventy
five cents In advance of
publication.
works will ail retall at $1.00 each.
Th
will only be open for this month:
ADDRESS PUBLISHER,

BY

M.L.

ported by ua direct.

We eell these at the lowest price possible
.
83.00

Net

without

$4.50

Net

with

Bell.

Bell.

Express or mail charges not included.

extra if to be sent by mail,

Send all orders to
THEODORE
1706 Chestnut Street,

Send 40 cta,

Extra discount on quantity

PRESSER,
- Philadelphia, Pa.

PRICE

An instruction book for young children and
beginners

in learning the pianoforte.

This important work gives

snecial attention to thoroughness

$1.00,

This

in foundation work, |.
Beginners’ Instruction ‘Boo
ready note reading, correct Gngering,
k is a thorequal
reading and playing with either hand from bothfacility in oughly practical work. Every exercise*has been
clefs,
to tested for yeara in actual pract
aclear knowledge of note and rest
ice. It contains
time-values, and to ever
ything a progressive teac
4 right forming of the hand and touch,
her might desire,

There is nothing antiquated, noth
ing difficult,
aothing dull.
.
——SPECIAL
’
OFFER ==
FOR INTRODUCTION,
JUST IssuEe

1708

The best French Maelzel Metronome, “J,
T. 1,”
trade-mark.
This is the genuine French article—im-

A. ROMMEL.

BROWN.

For 26 cents cash, in advance,
we will send this
THEO. PRESSER,
tion book when issued, Now in press,
1708 CHESTNUT ST, PHILADELPHIA, PA. benewsentinstruc
To
out in time for autumn teaching.
Address
THEODORE PRESSER,

METRONOMES.

THE PIANOFORTE

** PIANOFORTE=
ok THE

Chestnut

Street,

PHILADELPHIA,

D.

School of Four-Hand Playing,
VOLUME

COMPILED

PA.

11.

BY THEO.

PRICE 81.00.

Cor
Soattipecke, Christmas Eve;
Baumfelder, Minstrof
March; ‘Sehubert,
‘Marchi @ Heroiqne,

The only Complete

Enoyolopsdia of Musio in

the English Language,

Equal Development of Both
Hands.

2600

TERMS

EXERCISES

s

DEFINED.

IN

With Particular Reference to the Developmen
the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Fingers t of
of each Hand,
IN TWO BOOKS, EBACE
81.00.
COMPOSED FOR PrANOFORTE BY
WILSON

ae.

SMITH,

|
A new and greatly
Prey ure highly recommended by Dr. Wm,
d edition of the
Mason and other
}
Dictionary bas recently enlarge
eminent teachers,
been issued, which containPocket
c
s ue
ward of 2600 definiti
ons, covering

about all that

is
required by musical students and teachers
. It should
be in the possession of every person
who studies music,
PRICE

Address

25

CENTS.

THEODORE PRESSER,
1708 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa.

SELECTED

CRAMER

STUDIEs.

From the Von Biilow dition,

PRICE $1.80. FIRMLY BOUND,
LIBERAL DEDUCTION To THE PROFESSION,
The Volame contains the choicest of the Von Bulow

editions, which are pabhibed
in. sheet,
books.
This bridge

form, in

four

d edition can be used in moet
cases
for the complete work.
Only the most dificult endo
important ones
been eliminated.
‘Ladress Publiathave
es,
:
THEO. PRESSER,
1708

CHESTNUT

LANDON'S WRITING BOOK
FOR MUSIC PUP
ILS.

PRIOE

sT., PHILADELPHIA,

POCKET METRONOME.
SIMPLE, CUAVERVENT, EAT, AND INESPERSIEE
Price, Nickel-plated, 50 Conte, Wot,
Postpaid,
Giving the correct Metronomic
Marks after the
Maelzel Standard, together with
the
True Tempos of all the Dances.

These instruments have beon especially manufactured
‘or Tax Erupe, and will be sent as « premium to any
one
sending two subscribers, Address

THEODORE
1708 CHESTNUT 8T.,

50 OENTS.

This new book is'a great

e on anything heretofore published in ‘thts line.advanc
It gives a practical ccd
easily understood

presentation of every writable thing
in the notation of music. The
book
and ingenious features to interest the abounds in new
pupil. Every im-

portant subject is treated
so many sides thateren
the dullest pupil cau easilyfrom
understand the subject under
consideration.
It ig thorough, clear. in explanations

and helps, and partcalarty ractical
in the directness
with which it exhausts each
fact Présented,
Any pupil
who faithfully worka out its exercis
es will be a correct
and

rapid reader of music, instrumental
or vocal,

THEODORE
PA.

PRESSER,

THIRTY

HOME RULES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS,
>

Practical Advice, Hints, and Suggestions
Sor the Young.
“
BY
ERMANN
mMOHR.
PRICE § CENTS EACH.
-

PA,

PRESSER,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
=

Publisher,

PHILADELPHIA,

i

TEACHERS’

SCALE PLAYING,

New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary
of Musical Terms.

Lachner, March

Roand in
me Brown Cloth,Gilt Tope. Put up in bores
wore
sold only in handso
complete seta, ‘This
new edition includes the Index.and PREPARATORY
STUDIES
BY THEO. PRESSER.
Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,
) $18.50,
“Price for Index,
-~
PRI
~
CE
.
©
75 CENTS.
$2.50.
aaares’ THEODORE PRESSER,
JThete Octave
s are of medium dificulty, and selected
Spindler, Hunten,Studie
from
Bertini, Kollak, ete, They areofgreat educay
Nonal value
4708
SPECIAL

PALMER’S

PRESSER,

; "esebBorm, bance Hongroim; Bebuw
GROVES’ DICTIONARY Menuee
Menuet;
ert, ne
Song; Chopin,
Funeral
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. SELECTED OCTAVE ST
UDIES

CHESTNUT 81, PHILA,

{OVER 90.000 SOLD
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. &PRICES
|
igauant C0-BRATTLEBORO VT)
Se aealia
ee CH

183

1708

THEODORE
Chestnut

Street,

PRESSER,
Philadelphia,

Pa.

THE

184.

ENLARGED AND REVISED.

STUDIES IN MELODY PLAYING
FOR THE PIANOFORTE.
By HAMILTON C. MACDOUGALL.

ETUDE.

ENGLISH SONGS AND BILLADS'TWO CONCERT ALBUMS
BY POPULAR COMPOSERS.
LOW Voice. vot. 1.
GEMS FOR ALTOS AND BARITONES,

OF

PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS...

All that we-have sald in our announcomonts of the companion books
(Vola.:1 and 2 for High Voice)
applieswithequal force to thie collection
Of songs for low roce—a continuation
of the series, Ia a volume of

PRICE 81.00 EACH
¢

~ A glance at the table of contents of these two Albums

‘n Two Books, each $1.25.

In Progressive Order.

Owing to the large demand for these two volumes in-the past, we have just issued new editions
of both, greatly enlarged, which have been thoroughly revised and graded. We can now heartily
recommend

them

as

the

will show their superiority over most collections of
piano

two

best

collections

music.

concert hall or parior this roluine is invaluable.

10)aus, ata

newpatossogeaned tayo i thre
on fine toned paper.front
‘The cover contarna acorrect
and finely excoutod
portralt of Stephon Adama
Musicians will appreciate
the Aue paper,
Srcstout printing, aod eutetantial
bioding(two a¢slee—paper
aut hail
cloth) of this book,
conrearrs,

is such as you hear at concerta and musicale:

|Contents—Concert Album, Vol. Classle
Chopin, Op. 9, No. 2,Nocturne,

‘Techaikowaky,

Moaskowaki, St, Op. 16, Nov, Sorenade,
Hommel
JN, ‘op 82, RondoInC,

of Balls(Te) of Bt.
Mary's a...

easy melodious, refined music published.
Svery piece in these two volumes has been se-| eres.

ry.
lected, annotated, fingered, and edited by the com- poe
ene) Gfthe Hasan

piler, who, being a practical teacher himself, knows

precisely what is needed to make this primary study |Mivse¢

CONTENTS

Macdougull,
Wim, Nevo H.C...
Reinecke,
Spludier U

OF

VOLUME

Techaikow!
Kobler, L,
‘Techaikowsicy,
Foorster,
Alb, |
Schumann
Reinecke,
Rummel, J.
Mucdougall, E

Nocturne,
+. Tue Juyous Peasant,
From lvl Nights
Hand-in-H,
cl

Kirchoer, Fr.
Holler, St...
Bach, J. Sdb,
°
CONTENTS

Little Choristers,
Crate Sung, Op. 47, No. 19,
‘wo Chorale,

OF VOLUME

Techaikowsky, P.......0p 39, No. 17

Wilm, N,

Schytie, L

Wilt, X. vou
Kotak 7...

I.

-Prophratory Studies
Wp #1, Nol. ‘Tobegin with
orget Me- Not
Aucuma
“Evening Twilight,
fostocapnue.
=
F.unmbtuy Morning.
Barcarolle
Hunting Song,
Spriog’s Greeting
Folk Seog. Up 1, No. 6
Chansonetia,
. Undar the Linden Tree
2 Frative Dance, Up. M0, No. 7
Itallan Song. "Op, 39, No. 18
---Christiuaa
Bells,
Tp the Chureb,

Op, 81, Ni

+»

11,

German Son,

Hilarity.

{Good Might.

.

Cradle Sag.
randmuther Tellsa
Shuddering Tale,
her *
Fairy Tate.

lay
on Mowing.
“olooaive Bell,
ja F
Se
“In the Mill

Babin
Schytte, L..

couEveniug

Win, 8.Yoo

Village Musicians,

Trebaikoweny
Frceateieey.
Heller, 8,0...

ols
Sreet
Hever.
‘urioua Story

Tachaikowsky, P.

The Sk lark.

Handol, G. F.

Holler, St...

3

Sirabarde

‘Slumber Song,

=

These volumes, from

the publisher's

1708 CHESTNUT

PRESSER,
STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

1

14, No. 2, Andante Celebre,

‘

Mendelssohn, Op. 62, No. 6, Spring Bong,
Behubert, F., Op. 78, Menuetto ia B Minor.
Bubinsteln, A., Op. 10, Kammenngi-Oatrow,
Schumann, B., Op. 12,
No 2, Soaring.

ney |COntents—Concert Album, Vol. Tl Popular,
Doppler, J.H., Op.181 I Think
Moclling, Theo., Elfin Dance. of Thee,
Nowoczek, P., Gn the Hills.
Thy Ki
Maller, W. A. Op. 112, No. 2, Polonatse,
Foerster, Ad. Op.63, Ponce of Evening.
When Daylight Fade
Goerdelcr, R. Angels’ Voices. =
the Lights are Low.
hdWhen
Geibel, A., Bohemian Melody
‘ondere(’ of tbe Deop.
Biehl,‘A.,‘Op. 111, Chiming Bells,
Your Hand in Mine
Moyer, L., Alice, Valse de Salon,
Dorn, E., Break of Morn,
Paper, Cloth Back, $1.00.
Half Cloth, $1.2
Mactarren, W., Golden Slumbers,
Goerdeler, B., Ttalian Pessanta’ Dance,
Waddin 2B Op 39, No. 2, In the Grove
Hofer, W.L, Op. 12, TarantelleBurlesquo.
*
Le Haché, W., The Sailor Boy's Dream.
» Goldbeck, B., Op. 12, L'Amazone Mazurka,
Goldner,
'W., Op.86,Air, Moldave Mazurka,
FOR HIGH VOICE.
Ganz, W., Op. 11, Words of Love,
De Kontak An bp.369, Persian March,
+
VOL. 2:
Wieniawek(, H., Kayawiak, Polish Dano,
England haa long been noted for her
and balluds,
‘apeounled for in the fact that iat ofsongs
her composers embraces such,
foreign names aa Pinauti, Tosti, G nuod, Tour,
Matte, wad | ro
t@be—anaster song writers—w ‘bo bave found the Venza,
highest appreciation ut
elr taients ja die Ei hs people
thLondon.
ttled iu theircupital city,
Toeir ansoc't
with
auch
writeraias
Cowen,
Judo, Thomas, Rediey, Tens He.and Molloy —componers ofAidan
birth
has been the means of bi lendivg the niorita and bewutiesEaylish
of all the
Europeau nations and ps oducing the iminensely popular songy
of the
present time. ‘Thetwo volumes
for gb voice—Intended for sopranos
CHAS. W. LANDON,
and
Tenore—contaln the cholceat wi
‘96 Due composers,
ls difficult
to couceive of hetter collectione ei cher
for attractiveuees of
characterorvariety of mubjects,
Popular English Son
Rallads for High Votee, Vol. 2, containp
262 pages, printed from we indplates,
PRICE $1.50,
expreesly for thix work,ob
Sine-toned paper. The cover contalt raved
executed portrait of Ciro. Pinguti. Vol Zis a correct aud f\nely
I—and tboso
who postess the latterwill want the fu immer. Bound in“Yel
two ntyles—paper
and ludf cloth,

POPULAR ENGLISH SONGS AND BALLADS

us

7

Method for the Piano.

+

Yet Present...

This

CONTENTS.

Calle
Back.
Dream Btare.
Enieear
Mw Nott ve
ieee Rest...
let Dekh
Good
Geet(rhe
the Spi

saree

is especially designed

to mect

the

popular student with mediocre ability.

It contains allthe ideas of recent pianoforte play-

ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher,

and author of @ similar work for the Reed Organ,
which ia now generally used for instruction on that
instrument.
It will be well for every teacher to

versa} examine this new work, which will be ready in a
y| short time.

Lessons in Musical History,

ep

Tn Bweat September...
Love’y Provinj

Klos tA) pot Guod- Bye...

work

want of the

ccucssesesn

acres the Bicenin.....
Fak preokaynieuiereen
‘Aak Nothing More,
‘Autom
datsion (An) Story,

z

JOHN

‘One Morning, Ob! So

Bay
are all that good printing, clear type, and the beat |Sted
Sai ved bybya4,
Child
ie
of paper can make them,
Sweet Vine
Tall Her Love Hor So
Liberal discount to the profession.

THEO.

e Skylark.

Monzkowekl, M., Op. 28, ‘No,2,Germany.
Chopin,F,Op,38,No,15,Proiude,

Pardoned
Part or
standpoint, |sa Hor (They

PUBLISHED BY

P.

De Konwki, A., Op. $70, Menuet,
Chopin, F.,0p. 40, No. ¢, Polonslas.Louis X¥,
Behumsan, E., Op. 23, Nocturne in F.
Rubinatel
Anton, Op. 3, No. L Melody in F,
Holier, 6,a, Op.
46, No. 204
Feta,
Schumann, K., Op. 124 slumberVilageSong.
Delioux, Ch., Op. 14, Marche Hongroisa,
Bach, J'8, Louretn'G.
Rublasteia, A., Marche ala Turqua
Beothoven, Op.

Bora fa Deptha

more of a pleasure than a study, and robs that word Gare hte)
of Heaven.
of
all its terrors to young pupils,
Golden
Harvest,
9
You 8
If you find difficulty in interesting your young | kiTold
ingdom (The) of
pupils, the publisher recommends you to give this |¥Loyal Death
ighty (The) Deop..
Mona...
work a trial.
Our LastWaltz,
We wish to make mention of the fact that the Git
on the Deep.
(Te). 4
grading of these two volumes has received especial Outpost
the Harbor Bar.
;
:
Fs
Pro:
The) ofBren
Years
attention on these new editions. The following list |shames (the)
of the contents of these volumes tells for itself the TeeGha Heated

choice selection of composers represented :—

They are full sheet-music size, well printed

on”
good paper, durably bound, and attragtively gotten up.
‘The music

‘atching the Eurbers,
‘ore I the River.
Yesterday, To-day, and Forever...

Contents of ¥
sh Sonus
Ballads.
oice, Vol. IK, a id for Migh and
y. pplication.
Voice, Vol. I for Low

THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philad’a,

cousons

FILLMORE,

i
Price $1.50, postpaid.

A comprehensive outline of musical history from the
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espesially deaigned for the veo of sohock eed literary institations.

Address Publisher,

-

THEODORE

PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut Street,
.
Panapmrnu, Pa.

.
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ETUDE.

'ACULTY inoludes
PLANO CONVERSATIONS.
Dr. Hugh A. Clarke,
rp ed
Miso Arey
Poydestrosto
toaznoun pnp ae
Leopold Godowsky,
‘Conversations nextseason. Mi
Joseph O. Cousgns, Edwin fae progreanmee, selected
from the bos works of

A COMPLETE

185.
CLAVERACK COLLEGE
Conservatory of Music, Art, and Elocution,
offers
superior
in these branches as
specialty,
[orsi comecionfacilities
wil Ihara
ens were
study. For catalogues,
address

recative on-

MUSICAL fice
Pri snd to ote: Me
aie
iater
Tetinnesrt
Accommodations for Ba
aaieeHciet to
ovary
body whoaPlayed. ‘These “convorm”
“Atlee Brill, and $0 other |Matera

EDUCATION

2500 Students.

Into’ pleasant porsonal relston withboththe
AMY FAY,
82 West Sint MIES
Street,»
=’ New York.

akaae
musis, andarea great stimulys tomusical students. A,piaaiee

MAY BE ACQUIRED AT THE

Broad St.Conservatory ofMusic

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.,
RRS South 38th Street
,

1331 SOUTH
716 NORTH

BROAD
BROAD

STREET,
STREET,

*

PHILADULPHIA.

Counterpoint,
LESSONS BY MAIL; In Harmony,
and Composition,

PHILADELPHIA,-

ORGAN

HE Broad
servatory
known as
presenting to

Street ConAT THE
of Music is
an Institution
LOWEST
students the | BOR STE E E

reatest possible advantages,
The Faculty ia composed: of
teachers whose ability and
standifg

as

musicians

MR.

ORGAN
8602

OPENINGS,

ALBERT

W.

Etc.

NieNo Charge
Some for

St., Philadelphia,

BDWARD

BAXTER

PERRY

artiste are unquestioned. Its growth has not been
spasmodic, neither bas its success been attsined by
ConoeRrT Pianist AND Leoturen
other methods than such as would establish its ox- Lecture Recitals at Schools and Musical Sociotie:
‘aSpecialty.
ceptional worth and superiority. Its pupils are con:Care Ditson & Co., 463 Washington St., Boston.
ceded to possess the greatest practical and artistic Mr. Addrass
Perry makes an annual Western tour from Octobor tat to the
knowledge, and many of them are now successfully holidays,
and s Southern trip In January and February. Engage.
filling prominent positions in schools, churches, in ‘ments in the Eastern
States during the spring monte,
loading orchestras, and upon the concert and operatic stage.
JAMES
M.
TRAC

Complete Pupils’ Symphony Orchestra,

SEASON

OF 1894-95

OPENS

SEPTEMBER

PIANIST,

CONSERVATORY

MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS,
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
—an—
GILBERT R. COMBS, Director,
MASON’S “TOUCH AND TECHNIC,”
1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Studio

|Ni

-

THIRD SEASON,
1898-4,

“History of Music,” ““Fainous Bymphonios,” “Stabat Mater,”
“ Oratoriog aod Their Writers,”“Besthoveniana,” “ Richard Wagner's
Heroines,“ American Music, Past, Present, aad Future," etc., oto.
For terms and dates address
FREDERIC DEAN, A. M.,
No, 9 East 17th Street, New York.

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE,
WARREN. OHIO,

RLODIOUS
ANDRASY STUDIES

Muste

Halt,

AND

REED ORGAN.

BY CHAS. W.
PRICE

LANDON.

$1.00.

Porhaps the most popular set of Easy-Studies everii

|Tacsda)

Sow Goris
deere Friday,
141 Montague St., Brooktyn, } Monday, Wedneoday,aby,

“Instrnetive, Interesting, Entertaining.”

THE
DEAN
LECTURES.

8,

MUBIC,

WORKS.

BTANDARD

PIANO

Write for illustrated catalogue giving full information, terms, etc.

OF

OHIO.

On Hthe oldest and most influential Schools of Musie
In North
America. Catalogues free.
JUNIUS DANA, Secretary.

TEACHER, AND WRITER.

anpmzas:
37 Fort Avonue, or Chickering’s, 162 Tremont St., BOSTON,

WAN

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
WABEEN,

$00.00fortwenty one-hourloose. $800 fortwentyhalf-hour lewons,

3p.

OF PIANO

TEACHERS

“LEIPSIO AND WEIMAR, 1859-62

a

B. HARRISON,

TED
f every department of instruction By the Southern
dvealfonal
Bureau, ‘Memphis, Tenn, Large aimbot ofvacancies rpporied
from
the beat schools of the South

Y,

The Only Conservatory which successfully maintains

N. ¥.

@fason System of Technic),
1019 © Btreet, N. w., - + WASHUNGTON,B.¢,

AND

So2rre pai, atl grape made tr

COosrT.

and

CLAVERACH,

TEACHER

Pa.

ice.

Rev. A. H, FLACK, A.M., President,

MISS CLARA

BORST,

i
Teacher of the
— AND — PIANOFORTE

Hamilton

-

P

THE

os

LONDON COLLEGEOFMUSIC.
FOUNDED IBa7. +

INCORPORATED 1892.

For Musical Education and Examination in
Practical and Theoretical Music.

GREAT MARLBOROUGH ST., LONDON, W., ENG.
A. PUPIN
WILL ACCEPT ENGAGEMENTS POR RECITALS ON THE
BOARD OF EXAMINERS FOR AMERICA
NEW JANKO KEYBOARD.
AND CANADA,
Permanent Address, 84 Broad Street, Kusaboth, N. J, Prot. CHAS. A. E. HARRISS, Organist of the Cathearal, ¥ ontreal,
Madame Pupin ives herRecitals with abrief Lecture on the Ad- E. R, DOWARD, Esq., Toronto, Canada,
‘vantages
and Possibilities
fitien ofofthe
theNewNew KeylKeybound. Specially ateptel
A.CLARKE, Eaq., Mus.D., UniversityofPennsylvania; Philadelfor Schools and Conservatories of Music, Highest testimonials and HUGH phia.
press notices. Bend for clroular.
WALTER E. HALL, Esq.,F.C.0., Organist of Trinily ChuréS, Pittsburgh.
~
Prof. SIMEON BISSELL, Director of Music, Curry University.
$. AUSTEN PEARCE, Esq., Mus.D. (Oxon.), New York City,
0. J. J, MASON, Esq.,Mus.0., R.A.M., Wilkes-Barre, Pa,
. SMYTHE, Esq., Mus. Bac.,
T.C (Dublin), Principal C: adian
College of Music, Ottawa, Ont
GRAND, SQUARE, AND UPRIGHT

MADAME

Instructors,
and

a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin

Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of
Music.

branches, send for catalogus to
“F. B. RIOS, Director,

STOCKS HAMMOND, Esq., Mus.0., L.Mus. (L.C.M.), Organist and
Cholrmaster of’the New Memorial Methodist Episcopal Church,
Reading, Pa.
H, P. ECKER, Esq., City Organist, Allegheny.

Examinations in Pianoforte and Violin Playing, Sloging, Theory, and

OBERLIN; @H10,

branches of Music will be held In New York, Philadelphia, Toronto,
Instruments have been before the Public for over ail
and tnsny citios in America and Canada, in June, July, and December
Sfty years, and upon their excellence alone
ext, when certifiosten
willbe grauted to all yuccesafal Candidutes with.
have attained an
a.
out restriction toage, SylIubugandForms of Rutry cau be obtaloedof

the Sectetary, who Will supply all particulacr. Silveruud Brouze Med.
ale and Book Prizes are ofagad for competition in accordance with the
UNPURCHASED
PRE-EMINENCE,
regulations. Applications for the Formation of ew Centres should be
Which establishes them as snequeled in tone, touch, made to the Secretary, who will furnish wll necéssry luformation. The
Diplomas granted by'the College areAssociate (A.L.C.3.), Awoclate in
workmanship, and durability,
Mavic (A. Mus.L.C.M.), Licentiate (L.L.C.M.), and Liceutlate in Musie
Bvery Piano Fully Warranted for 5 Years,
WM. KNABE & CO.,
22 and 24 E. Baltimore Street,
148 Fifth Ave., near 20th St.,

811 Pemnsylvania Ave,

BALTIMORE.
NEW YORE,

WASHINGTON, D.O.

Total expense for one

Terms begin Bept. 19, Jan. 8, and April 4.
If you are intending t6 stady Music in any of its

WM. KNABE & CO.

TANO - FORTES.

699 students last year.

year’s atudy (86 weeks) need not axceed $800,

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
ie
A First-Clasi-ffusical Education Furnished.

A Faculty of Experienced TEACHERS.

Exceptional Advantages for Hearing Music.
(L Mua LC,
School Conducted according to University
‘Locat representatives are required for everycity. and town in America Standards.
and Canada, Allparticulars ean be hud on application to

The Organizing Secretary for America:
DR.

STOCKS

HAMMOND,

27 ond 20 North Firth Street;

-

READING, PA.

* Address for Catalogue,

A A. STANLEY, A.D,
oitzoror.

-_
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Arthur P. Schmidt,
154 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS,,

MUSIC

THE

ETUDE.
ESTABLISHED

i885.

DO NOT WEAR YOUR MUSIC OUT BY
OARRYING IT IN A MUSIO ROLL.

Our Factory is the Home of the Beven-Octave
Organ,

PUBLISHER,

SOLE AGM Df THN UNITED BTATE! FOR

Henry Litolff, Brunswiok, Germsny; Edition Chanot
(Violin Mustc), and ithe Vienna Conserv
atory

Edition of the

PIANOFORTE™CLASSICS.

TEACHERS’ FAVORITES.

* This SATCHEL Is the.very
and
most convenient manner of latest
ing
music, and does not necessitate carry
the roll_

A List. of Standard Educational Works,
ing of It. ‘It is supersedin
g all others on
Tt originated with us, and we brought it to perfecti
Foundation Studies in Pinnoforte Playing.
on. the market.
101
m’t
confuse
it
with
:
the
cheap
imitations
By Sterwen A. Eweay. ‘The very best method yet published for ase
Made
that flood the market.
of
Smoo
Bend fo r
th-Grain Leath
with be
od expecially adapted for children, ‘Price $1.25,
Priee and Ostalogue.
lined, Assorted Colors, price"$1.5 er, ‘un0;= Head
Hands.
LAWRENCE ORGAN MFG. CO.,
DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION.
Sricwes A. Ewer, Funda ntal Technique for the Pianoforte.
An Byintroduct
ion to Tausig’a Daily udies, Price $1 66, aet,
82 O South Tenth St.,
THEO. PRESSER, PHILA.,
PA.
=
Easton, Pa.
" Preparatory Exercises in Planoferte Playing.
By Cau. Fawiren, Price 75 cta,, net,
THE
16 Melodiouy Etudes for Young Players. (2 A-B.)
1617 Spruce Street, Pattadelphin,
By Coun, Guntirr, Op, 198. Price$1.25.
6020 Main Street, Germaniown.
16 Progressive Etudes for ore Advanced Pupils.
2eTir SEasoa.
FOR PIANO PLAYERS.
2 BC)
Private and Class Lessons in all branches
of Music.
By Coms. Guauirz. Op. 199. Price $1.25
Terme, $7.50 to 630.
30 Easy and Melodjons Studies (or th Planofvrte.
INSTRUCTORS;
The perfection in spring back chairs. It preserv
Yeckwer, M. Leefsou, C. Samans, L. Howe, R.
es
the health, prevents round shoulders,
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